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Abstract. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) cryptographically implements finegrained access control on data. As such, data can be stored by an entity that is not
necessarily trusted to enforce access control, or an entity that is not even trusted
to have access to the plaintext data at all. Instead, access control can be externally enforced by a trusted entity. Additionally, some multi-authority variants of
ABE—which do not have a central authority—can effectively and securely implement access control in multiple-domain settings. Furthermore, ABE is the only
cryptographic approach to fine-grained access control that does not require an online trusted third party during access requests, and thus provides better availability
properties.
Many schemes use pairings due to their versatility and efficiency. In the last sixteen years, much progress has been made in pairing-based ABE. Along the way,
several important core properties have been proposed. Nowadays, it is possible to
support most core functionality under strong security guarantees, while incurring
acceptable storage and computational costs. It is therefore a good time to ask ourselves whether pairing-based ABE has reached its full potential. To answer this
question, we provide a comprehensive systemized overview of various existing
pairing-based ABE schemes and their properties. We use this overview to analyze how the core properties are realized, and whether they are compatible with
one another. Furthermore, we investigate the relationship between the ABE properties and real-world properties such as confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
In our analyses, we uncover some remaining challenges, which we pose as open
problems. If these can be solved, ABE reaches its full potential, implementing
efficient and secure access control.
Keywords: attribute-based encryption · access control · systematization of knowledge
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Introduction

Would it not be great to be able to encrypt a document so that it can only be decrypted
and accessed by e.g. all epidemiologists of the Johns Hopkins Hospital? An encryption
scheme that provides this functionality would enable individuals to store and access data
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in a secure yet flexible way. Traditional public key encryption does not effectively provide this functionality. Typically, it is used to allow access to confidential data to one
particular entity, which must be known at the time the data are encrypted (by using its
public key). Only this entity can later access the data by decrypting the associated ciphertext (by using its secret key). Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [130] is a form of
public-key encryption in which the key pairs are associated with attributes rather than
individual users or entities. For instance, in ciphertext-policy ABE [29], the encrypting
user can decide who gets access to the data by specifying a policy during encryption,
e.g. any “epidemiologist” at the “Johns Hopkins Hospital”. The ability to decrypt the
resulting ciphertext is then determined by the attributes owned by the decrypting user,
who must be an “epidemiologist” at the “Johns Hopkins Hospital”. Thus, data that are
encrypted with ABE can be accessed by multiple authorized users, making ABE inherently more flexible than other cryptographic primitives.
By its functionality, attribute-based encryption can cryptographically implement a
fine-grained access control on data [70,29,122]. Like most access control mechanisms
[131,83], it relies on a trusted third party (TTP) to help grant or deny users who request
access to data. Nevertheless, compared to traditional access control mechanisms, ABE
requires less trust in and less reliance on this TTP. First, because ABE is a cryptographic
primitive, the data are encrypted and can thus be stored by an entity that is not necessarily trusted to securely enforce access control or to access the data at all. Second, ABE
does not require an online TTP during each access request, allowing users to act more
autonomously. Importantly, minimizing the role of the TTP in the enforcement of access
control in this way fosters the availability of the system.
In ABE, the key generation authority (KGA) constitutes such a trusted third party.
The KGA generates the master public keys and the master secret keys, from which it
derives secret keys and issues these to eligible users. Once the users have received secret keys, they can decrypt any ciphertexts for which they have a suitable key. In turn,
access to data can be managed by the data owner using encryption. Then, access to
these data is indirectly enforced by the KGA, which provides only eligible users with
keys that can decrypt the resulting ciphertext. In addition, some variants of ABE, called
multi-authority (MA) ABE [40], support the employment of multiple (possibly mutually distrusting) authorities. This allows for the secure enforcement of access control
in multiple-domain or cross-organizational settings, e.g. electronic health record (EHR)
systems involving hospitals and insurance companies. Due to all these advantages, ABE
has attracted much interest from the practical community [58,59,85,132].
For the past sixteen years, the theoretical community has made much progress in
pairing-based ABE [130], leading to many publications at prominent conferences, and
thus establishing itself as an important and popular research topic. Many schemes have
been proposed that vary significantly in the core properties, which determine the basic functionality, efficiency, and security. Some examples include the level of finegrainedness of the access policies, the performance of the scheme, and the underlying
cryptographic assumptions. Some core properties may be more desirable for practical
applications than others. Ideally, a scheme that supports most or all of these properties is
used for these applications. Nowadays, pairing-based ABE has reached a level of maturity such that most of the desirable functionality can be achieved simultaneously, whilst
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attaining both strong security guarantees as well as acceptable storage and computational performance [89,15,104,22]. Given these developments, a natural question that
arises is:
To what extent has pairing-based ABE reached its full practical potential with
respect to the core properties?
In this paper, we work towards answering this question. To this end, we focus on the
core properties of ABE, as they strongly influence the basic functionality and efficiency
of any pairing-based ABE scheme in practice. Concretely, we provide definitions of the
core properties, and give an overview of prominent schemes and the properties they
satisfy. By considering an example of a practical setting, we argue which properties
are desirable. Then, we consider if and how these desirable properties can be achieved
simultaneously. To obtain a better understanding of the interplay between these various properties, we analyze how these are realized in the existing pairing-based schemes
and whether they are compatible with one another. Furthermore, provided that they are
compatible, we consider the effect of satisfying all these properties simultaneously on
other practical aspects, such as efficiency and availability. Along the way, we uncover a
number of remaining challenges, which we pose as open problems. We encourage the
(theoretical) community to solve these, as it would make ABE even more practical, mitigating the disadvantages of ABE compared to other cryptographic primitives, whilst
amplifying its advantages.
To place properties specific to ABE in a practical context, we will first describe a
large-scale medical scenario in which access control to data is enforced through cryptography. In such real-world settings, it is important that properties such as confidentiality,
integrity, and availability can be simultaneously guaranteed in the best way possible. On
the one hand, properties such as confidentiality and even integrity have been considered
at length in the context of ABE. On the other hand, properties such as availability have
been treated in much less detail. In this work, we investigate the relationship between the
ABE properties and these three real-world properties. Specifically, we will introduce the
new notion of resilience in the context of ABE to foster a deeper understanding of availability in real-world settings using ABE. Roughly speaking, resilient ABE minimizes
the required interaction between the user and the key generation authority. In particular, we define ABE to be resilient if e.g. the addition or removal of attributes in the
system does not cause issues with respect to the correctness or security of the scheme.
Such issues would require that e.g. new keys are issued to make the system functional
again, subsequently requiring interaction between the user and the KGA. By eliminating such issues and therefore minimizing this required interaction, it is less stringent that
the KGA is always available, while access control can still be securely managed. Furthermore, we consider how availability can be achieved in multi-authority ABE. This
ensures that MA-ABE can provide advantages in implementing access control in the
multiple-domain setting compared to other solutions.
Ultimately, the goal of our analyses is to help pairing-based ABE reach its full potential. By considering the interplay between the core properties as well as their relationship
with real-world (security) properties, we strive to obtain as much functionality, security
and efficiency as possible. At the same time, we want to highlight the advantages of
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ABE in the implementation of access control compared to other solutions. Therefore,
we pose several open problems that, if solved, help ABE become even more practical.
1.1

Our contribution

Our contribution is fourfold.
– Systematization of knowledge: We provide an extensive overview and systematization of significant core properties of ABE. To this end, we analyze over fifty important pairing-based ABE schemes—each published at a prominent conference—
and their properties.
– Interplay of properties: We analyze how the core properties are realized to understand whether and how they can be achieved simultaneously. Furthermore, we
analyze the influence of these properties on real-world properties such as availability.
– New insights: Sometimes, this analysis leads to deeper, novel insights—explicitly
conveyed as observations throughout the paper—which in turn often lead to open
problems.
– Open problems: Based on the analysis, the systematization and observations, we
identify several open problems that are relevant to improve the practical advantages
of ABE.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in-depth overview that discusses the interplay between different core ABE properties as well as their practical impact.
1.2

Scope and approach

In this work, we focus primarily on pairing-based attribute-based encryption for (non)monotone span programs (which include Boolean formulas), although the first sections
of this paper are general in the sense that they describe a broader class of ABE. The main
reason for our focus on pairing-based schemes is that they are more established, efficient
and practical than works based on e.g. multilinear maps [66] or post-quantum assumptions [36]. While these are interesting in their own right, we believe that it would be more
suitable to address concerns specific to these subfields once they have reached a similar maturity as pairing-based ABE. Furthermore, we consider ABE for (non-)monotone
span programs, because these provide sufficient expressivity that is expected in access
control mechanisms. ABE for more fine-grained classes of expressivity such as circuits
[69] are typically also less efficient or are secure in weaker models. Finally, we focus
primarily on the core properties of ABE, and therefore do not extensively discuss other
practical extensions, such as hierarchical ABE [138] or those mentioned in Section 10.
While these extensions may provide some interesting benefits in practice, we leave any
systemized analysis of these for future work. We have also excluded any broken schemes
(e.g. [137]) or any schemes that lack a proper security analysis.
In this paper, we do not necessarily strive for formality. On the contrary, one of our
aims is to make the field of ABE more accessible to the practical community. In particular, we have moved away from the heavy notation and complicated formal concepts
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in the newer works. Nevertheless, we have included their accomplishments. This work
does contain some formal definitions and models, but only of the most common and
established concepts.
For convenience, we refer to the schemes by concatenating the first letter of each
author’s surname with the last two digits of the year of publication, e.g. the scheme
published by Rouselakis and Waters in 2013 [127] is referred to as the RW13 scheme.
1.3

Organization

Because of the wide range of aspects that this paper considers, we make the dependencies among the sections explicit. In Figure 1, we illustrate a possible way to read this
paper. In particular,
– Sections 2, 3 and 4 describe the general concepts of ABE in a practical context,
which might be of interest to any readers who want to know more about the practical
advantages of ABE in general. These concepts are general in the sense that they are
applicable not only to pairing-based but to every existing ABE scheme;
– Sections 5, 6 and 7 discuss pairing-based ABE with respect to the general concepts,
as well as the efficiency of pairing-based ABE, which may be of interest to designers
and engineers;
– Section 8 focuses on multi-authority ABE, which may be of interest to practitioners
who wish to deploy ABE in the multiple-domain setting. In this section, we recontextualize the notions of distributed and decentralized, and systemically classify
existing schemes;
– Section 9 considers the availability properties of ABE by putting forth the new
notion of resilience. This section may be of interest to practitioners and designers;
– Section 10 discusses some additional functionality, which may be of interest to practitioners;
– Section 11 covers our taxonomy, which may be of interest to practitioners;
– Section 12 concludes our paper.

2

Practical motivation: access control

ABE allows for the secure and practical enforcement of fine-grained access control on
data. On the one hand, ABE ensures that the data are encrypted, such that the storing
entity cannot read the plaintext data. On the other hand, by its functionality, it ensures
that access control can be enforced externally by a trusted entity. As an example, consider electronic health record (EHR) systems, planned to be used on a large scale [78].
While the use of EHR systems simplifies the sharing of health records across organizations, jurisdictions or countries, it also increases the risk of infringing upon the privacy
rights of individuals [80]. To address these privacy concerns, existing solutions often
use access control to manage access to the data. It varies, though, which access control
model is used, who defines and assigns user roles and access policies, and who grants
access to the data [8]. Generally, the most common access control models in such health
settings are role-based access control (RBAC) [131] and attribute-based access control
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Fig. 1. The general structure of this paper

(ABAC) [83]. In addition, to ensure confidentiality, these solutions require the data to be
encrypted, though security problems may still arise. In practice, the keys are frequently
stored by the same entity that stores the data. Effectively, the entity storing the keys enforces access control on the data, and must therefore be highly trusted. Also, this entity
needs to be available when access is requested. In multiple-domain settings—in which
data pertaining to one individual may be stored or produced by different entities—such
a degree of trust may be problematic; especially, if each entity wants to enforce access
control regardless of where the data are stored. We show that ABE can provide a secure
solution, even in the multiple-domain setting.
We briefly illustrate what such an EHR system may look like in the multiple-domain
setting, and what availability and scalability issues may occur. Consider a medical scenario with a hospital and an insurance company that both want to use an EHR system
using a traditional form of access control. A patient at the hospital may want to share
some of her private data, stored at the hospital, with both her doctor and an employee
at her insurance company. Some employee at the insurance company can then request
access to the data by contacting the server at the hospital. To grant access, the server
needs to know the access policy and contact the insurance company to verify whether
the requesting user is an employee. Hence, during an access request, all relevant entities
(e.g. the hospital and the insurance company) need to be available. In more complex
scenarios, with access policies involving many entities, the required interaction among
these entities scales up, amplifying any availability issues.
ABE provides a practical and secure solution, and mitigates the potential availability
and scalability issues. Specifically, the KGA indirectly enforces access control by generating the public and secret keys. Furthermore, the ciphertext-policy variant of ABE [29]
allows the encrypting users to decide who is allowed access by specifying the access
policy. Other users can only successfully decrypt the ciphertext, if they have a set of
attributes that satisfies the access policy. In contrast to non-cryptographic access control mechanisms, ABE only requires the enforcing entities, in this case the KGAs, to be
available when users request secret keys. A user typically requests a secret key only once:
when the user enters the system (and potentially, when the user obtains new attributes).
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From that point forward, the user can access any data for which she is authorized while
requiring no interaction with and between any entities, effectively mitigating any availability issues. In addition, the use of cryptography ensures that the data can be stored
anywhere, and thus can be shared across various domains.
In the multiple-domain setting, multi-authority (MA) ABE [40] can be used. In this
variant of ABE, the role of the KGA is shared by multiple entities. Each KGA securely
manages a unique set of attributes. Unfortunately, not all MA-ABE schemes are “decentralized” enough. In particular, users need to interact (at some point) with all KGAs
associated with a policy. We illustrate the issue by considering an example in more traditional access control mechanisms. For instance, consider an access policy defined over
attributes managed by several authorities. Ideally, the decision to grant access is made
by verifying with the relevant entities whether the user satisfies the access policy. For
example, during the access request of the user in our previous example, the insurance
company confirms the employee status to the server that stores the data. It is then not
needed for the server to also check with the hospital whether she is a doctor, as the access policy is already satisfied. In contrast, most instantiations of MA-ABE require the
decrypting user to request keys from all authorities associated with the access policy.
Hence, the decision to grant access, however indirectly, needs to be verified with both
the insurance company and the hospital. Because the decrypting user may need to interact with possibly many online authorities, this negatively impacts the scalability and
availability of the system.
Concretely, we distinguish between a decentralized and a distributed access control
decision. If the access control mechanism allows that the decision to grant access is
made by verifying with only the relevant entities whether the requesting user satisfies
the policy, then we call it decentralized. If all entities need to be contacted—effectively
distributing the decision—we call it distributed. Essentially, this distinction between decentralized and distributed is determined by the level of autonomy or independence of
the entities. This distinction is roughly in line with the terminology in (algorithmic) decision making in systems [111,91]. In those works, decentralized systems do no require
that the nodes have system wide information or need to communicate with all the nodes
in the system to correctly make decisions. Decentralized systems subsequently enjoy
a level of autonomy and independence in this process, which is in line with our definition of decentralized access control decisions. In contrast, distributed access control
decisions can be seen as the opposite of centralized access control decisions, and thus,
as the overarching term of any system that allows multiple authorities to make a decision [91]. However, we shall use the term distributed to clearly distinguish distributed
but non-decentralized access control decisions from decentralized access control decisions. In addition, for an MA-ABE scheme to be distributed or decentralized, we require
that the authorities do not need to trust or rely on one another for confidentiality either.
This is especially useful in settings in which some entities have conflicting interests. For
instance, consider adding another insurance company in our medical scenario.
To express some of the properties that we informally discussed, we formulate the
following two implicit properties that are generally important for practical access control
mechanisms.
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– User independence: authorized users can obtain access even if not all of the authorities are available at the time of an access request.
– Authority-dependence minimization: authorized users only need to rely on the
authorities associated with their set of attributes. If it satisfies the access policy,
they can gain access without needing to interact with other authorities. In addition,
the authorities do not have to trust one another to correctly and securely enforce
access control.
In contrast to traditional RBAC and ABAC mechanisms, ABE provides a high level
of user independence by its functionality, because users can independently obtain access by decrypting ciphertexts for which they are authorized. Therefore, they do not
need to interact with any entities, which may be unavailable at the time of an access
request. To maximize the level of user independence, we assume that the user only
needs to request a secret key once. In Section 9, we will put forth the new notion of
resilience in the context of ABE to foster such user independence. We also show that
some MA-ABE schemes satisfy our strong notion of authority-dependence minimization, which makes these schemes especially attractive for implementing access control in
the multiple-domain setting. We call these schemes decentralized (MA-)ABE schemes.

3
3.1

Attribute-based encryption – core functionality
Attributes and access structures

First, we explain what attributes are, how they are represented, and how they are used
as a building block of access structures. An attribute is defined as a characteristic of the
user, expressed as a type-value pair, e.g. the type of the attribute could be “profession”
and its value could be “doctor” [83]. In the examples in this work, we often assume that
attributes are represented as strings consisting only of its value (if the type is clear).
However, in practice, one may want to use the type as well to avoid confusion. For
instance, “doctor” may also refer to a person who holds a PhD in computer science,
though, in the context of a medical setting, it is unlikely that this meaning is used.
Attributes are an important building block of access structures, or policies, which
specify which attributes need to be possessed by a user in order to be granted access
to a certain resource (in our case: data). Typically, access structures are expressed as
Boolean formulas (including thresholds functions). For instance, the policy “doctor ∧
Johns Hopkins Hospital” specifies that access is granted to all doctors that work at the
Johns Hopkins Hospital. In the formal sense, access structures can be defined in terms
of authorized sets:
Definition 1 (Access structures [27]). Let {att 1 , ..., att 𝑛 } be a set of attributes. An access structure is a collection 𝔸 of non-empty subsets of {att 1 , ..., att 𝑛 }. The sets in 𝔸 are
called the authorized sets, and the sets that are not in 𝔸 are called the unauthorized sets.
Note that any access policy expressed as a Boolean formula can also be expressed
as a set (like in the definition). For instance, consider the formula “(doctor ∨ nurse)
∧ Johns Hopkins Hospital”. The associated access structure 𝔸 consists of all subsets
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of attributes in the system that contain the sets {doctor, Johns Hopkins Hospital} or
{nurse, Johns Hopkins Hospital}.
Two important aspects in access structures are the expressivity and the monotonicity, which collectively determine the level of fine-grainedness of a scheme. Informally
speaking, expressivity concerns whether the use of all Boolean formulas consisting
of conjunctions, disjunctions and threshold functions [70,29] is allowed. Furthermore,
monotonicity concerns whether the use of negations, e.g. “NOT doctor”, is allowed.
Monotone access structures do not allow the use of negations in the formula, while
non-monotone access structures do allow it. In itself, monotonicity can technically be
characterized as an expressivity aspect. However, we consider it as a separate feature,
because negations are typically supported using different techniques than the other expressivity features. In addition, depending on the practical setting and the attribute type,
non-monotonicity may not be achievable. In particular, for some attribute types, it may
be difficult to ascertain whether a user does not possess certain values, especially when
a user can possess multiple values. For instance, doctors may work at multiple departments, or they may also be patients at the hospital where they work.
Definition 2 (Monotone access structures [27]). An access structure 𝔸 ⊆ 2{att 1 ,...,att 𝑛 }
is monotone, if for all 𝐵, 𝐶 holds that if 𝐵 ∈ 𝔸 and 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐶, then also 𝐶 ∈ 𝔸.
Existing schemes have varying levels of expressivity and monotonicity. The least
expressive policies are those that only support AND-gates (or: conjunctions) [52]. More
expressive structures support a single threshold function, which consists of a set of attributes and a threshold (smaller than the size of this set) to indicate the minimal number
of these attributes that needs to be in the user’s possession [130]. The most expressive access structures are (non-)monotone span programs ((N)MSP), which support any formulas using conjunctions, disjunctions and threshold functions [70,29]. Here, the distinction between monotone and non-monotone span programs depends on the monotonicity
of the access structures. To implement access control on data in line with RBAC [131]
or ABAC [83], it is paramount that a scheme supports all Boolean formulas, including
conjunctions, disjunctions and negations.
3.2

Key-policy and ciphertext-policy ABE

In ABE, access structures—also known as policies—can be embedded either in the secret keys or the ciphertexts. In key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [70],
access structures are embedded in the keys. These structures are defined by the key generation authority (KGA), and subsequently embedded in the keys that are distributed
to eligible users. The encrypting user can in turn associate a set of attributes with the
ciphertext. This ciphertext can only be decrypted by another user who has a key associated with an access policy satisfied by the set. Conversely, in ciphertext-policy attributebased encryption (CP-ABE) [29], access structures are embedded in the ciphertexts. In
particular, the access structures are defined by the encrypting user. The KGA generates
secret keys associated with some attributes that the user possesses. Subsequently, decrypting users can decrypt a ciphertext if they possess an authorized secret key. A secret
key associated with a set of attributes is authorized if the set satisfies the access policy
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associated with the ciphertext. Figure 2 illustrates the distinction between KP-ABE and
CP-ABE with an example.

(a) KP-ABE

(b) CP-ABE

Fig. 2. Key-policy versus ciphertext-policy ABE. In the examples, the access structure is either
associated with the keys (i.e. the persons holding a key) or the ciphertext (i.e. the locked envelope).
In each example, the person on the left is happy, because he can decrypt the ciphertext, while the
person on the right is sad, because he cannot.

KP-ABE and CP-ABE allow for the implementation of different types of access control. Specifically, KP-ABE can implement content-based access control using e.g. tags
[122,7]. When the data are created and subsequently encrypted, it may not be clear what
the policies are going to be. However, it may be clear what any tags may constitute, e.g.
because they relate to the encrypted data rather than who is authorized to access the
data. For instance, in the medical setting, suitable tag types may be the patient’s name,
date of birth or social security number, and the data type (e.g. results of blood tests or
scans). When a doctor wants to access some data, she can contact the hospital’s KGA.
The KGA can then first determine whether the doctor is authorized to access these data.
It can then generate a secret key for e.g. the policy “name: Alice ∧ (data type: scans ∨
data type: blood test)”, so that the doctor can access all test results and scans related to
Alice. However, note that this type of access control lets the KGA manage access to the
data rather than the data owner. It thus does not allow for the implementation of RBAC
and ABAC, which allows data owners to specify who gets access to the data, as required
in settings as described in Section 2. In contrast, CP-ABE allows for the implementation
of more fine-grained access control models such as ABAC. In the CP-ABE setting, the
KGA (which may be assigned by some health authorities) distributes the keys associated
with the attributes of the user. The encrypting user—which may be the data owner—gets
to specify the access policy, and is therefore in control of managing access.
Observation 1 Some KP-ABE schemes [52,116,145,44]—which are explicitly presented
as CP-ABE schemes—“implement” the same functionality as CP-ABE at the cost of restricting the access policies. In particular, these policies are restricted to AND-gates
over positive or negative and dummy values for each attribute in the system, where the
positive and negative values are used to indicate whether the decrypting user should
have it or not, respectively. The dummy value is used to indicate that it does not matter
whether the decrypting user has it or not. For instance, suppose that  denotes the set
of all attributes, and  denotes the set of attributes that the user possesses. Then, the
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user receives a key for all positive values of the attributes in , all negative values of the
attributes in  ⧵ , and all dummy values of the attributes in  . On a technical level,
it is required to generate a key for each attribute in  in this way, because the scheme
implicitly defines a policy over the key: an AND-gate over all attributes in the system.
Each clause of the AND-gate is either an OR-gate of the positive and dummy values
of the attribute, or an OR-gate of the negative value and dummy value of the attribute,
depending on whether the attribute is in  or not.
In turn, a ciphertext is associated with a “policy”, which is an AND-gate over all
attributes in  , in which each clause consists of the positive, negative or dummy value
of the attribute. Here, the dummy value indicates that the encrypting user does not care
whether the decrypting user has the attribute or not. On a technical level, the ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes of a specific form, i.e. a set which contains
for each attribute the positive, negative or dummy value. Indeed, decryption is possible
as expected: when the “policy” associated with the ciphertext is satisfied by the “set”
associated with the key. This happens exactly when the set associated with the ciphertext satisfies the policy associated with the key. As a consequence, both the keys and
ciphertexts scale linearly in the total number of attributes. Not only are these schemes
less expressive, they are also less efficient.
We suspect that the reason for implementing CP-ABE via KP-ABE in this way is
the security proof. For a long period of time, the BSW07 [29] scheme had been the
only expressive CP-ABE scheme (i.e. supporting MSPs), though it only had a proof in
the generic group model (Section 4.5). The first provably secure CP-ABE schemes that
support MSPs were published in 2010 [96] and 2011 [141], which required arguably
more complicated proof techniques than previous KP-ABE constructions.
Because of its functionality, we consider CP-ABE as the more favorable of the two,
so we focus almost solely on CP-ABE in the remainder of this work. To this end, we
also give a formal definition of CP-ABE [29], which consists of four algorithms.
Definition 3 (Ciphertext-policy ABE [29]). A ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme with some key generation authority (KGA), users and a universe4 of attributes  consists of four algorithms:
– Setup: The setup is a randomized algorithm executed by the KGA that takes as input
the security parameter, and possibly other parameters. It outputs the master public
key (which are published), and the master secret key.
– KeyGen: The key generation is a randomized algorithm, which takes as input an
eligible set of attributes, the master secret key and master public key and lets the
KGA compute a secret key for a user with this set of attributes.
– Encrypt: The encryption is a randomized algorithm that takes as input a message,
an access structure specified by the encrypting user and the master public key. It
outputs a ciphertext such that only a user that possesses a set of attributes that
satisfies the access structure can decrypt the message.
– Decrypt: The decryption is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input the ciphertext that was encrypted under an access structure, the user’s decryption key
4

A universe of attributes is the overarching set of all attributes that can be used in the system.
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associated with a set of attributes, and possibly the master public key. It succeeds
and outputs the message only if the set attributes associated with the keys is authorized5 with respect to the access structure. Otherwise, it fails and outputs an error
message.
A scheme is called correct if decryption of a ciphertext with an authorized key succeeds
with overwhelmingly high probability. The scheme is called secure if decryption of a
ciphertext with any number of unauthorized keys fails with overwhelmingly high probability. We discuss the notion of security in more detail in Section 4.
3.3

The universe of attributes

The set of attributes used in an ABE scheme is called the universe of attributes, which
can be small or large [130]. In the formal sense, these distinguish between whether the
universe is polynomially bounded in the security parameter or not. In small-universe
constructions, the master public key—generated in the setup—depends directly on the
universe of attributes. Because the KGA needs to explicitly publish a public key for
each attribute, the master public key is consequently polynomially bounded. In largeuniverse constructions, the master public key is independent of the universe. Any user
can uniquely generate the public key associated with some attribute from the master
public key and the attribute. Because the number of unique public keys is exponential in
the security parameter, the number of attributes in the universe is essentially unbounded.
We consider large-universe constructions to be more practical than small-universe
constructions for several reasons. In contrast to small-universe constructions, largeuniverse allow for the generation of public keys from any input strings. As such, the
authority does not need to keep a record of all attributes and their public keys (which
may be large!), which makes the system more scalable. In turn, users do not have to locate these public keys before encryption. A secondary advantage of this is that this may
also be more privacy friendly. For instance, publishing identifiable information such as
names or social security numbers reveals that a person is part of a system. Another secondary advantage is that encrypting users can use attributes for which no keys exist yet
without first asking the KGA to generate these [121], which gives them more autonomy
and therefore fosters availability. Finally, attributes can also be added to the universe
without any consequences with respect to the public keys and previously generated keys
and ciphertexts. We show in Section 9 that adding attributes may potentially lead to
incorrectness or insecurity e.g. in small-universe schemes that associate the entire universe with keys and ciphertexts, such as the schemes that we considered in Observation
1.
3.4

(Completely) unbounded ABE

Sometimes, schemes are bounded in one or more parameters. Indeed, we had already
considered the size of the universe, which can be small or large. In addition, schemes
5

We call secret key authorized if the associated set of attributes satisfies the ciphertext access
policy.
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can be bounded in the sizes of the sets of attributes or the access policies, and by extension the sizes of the keys or ciphertexts. Furthermore, bounds can be placed on the
number of times that an attribute occurs in the policy, which we call bounded re-use
[96]. If an attribute may be used only once, we say that the scheme suffers from a oneuse restriction. Conversely, a scheme is multi-use if attributes may appear any number
of times in the policy.
If schemes are not bounded in any of these parameters, one might argue that they
are called unbounded. Remarkably, various works describe different definitions of the
term “unbounded”. Notable examples include:
– LW11b [98]: requires the scheme to support large universes, and to impose no
bounds on the attribute sets;
– AY15 [23], Att19 [15]: require the scheme to impose no bounds on the attribute sets
or access policies, including the number of uses of an attribute in the policy. They
call a scheme completely unbounded, if it also supports large universes;
– CGKW18 [47]: requires the scheme to impose no bounds on the sets or policies.
We also observe that the term “unbounded” is usually only reserved for schemes that
avoid the random oracle model (Section 4.4). For instance, large-universe schemes that
use a full-domain hash (Section 5.5)—which additionally pose no restrictions on any
of the discussed parameters—are not typically referred to as unbounded. Presumably,
this is because the hash is modeled as a random oracle, which can be regarded as a
restriction as well. Therefore, rather than classifying a scheme as unbounded or not, we
will consider for each of the aforementioned parameters whether they are unbounded.
Observation 2 In general, an obvious disadvantage of requiring bounds on any of these
parameters is that it limits some or all parties in the system, for instance, because the
policy that they want to use for encryption is larger than the scheme allows. However,
there seems to be an additional, more subtle disadvantage in some cases, which is not
necessarily caused directly by imposing these bounds.
For instance, as we will show in Section 5.5, some methods used to achieve the largeuniverse property subsequently result in requiring bounds on the policy (or set) associated with the ciphertext. In addition, these methods also affect the efficiency of the
scheme. Typically, the public keys and encryption costs grow by a factor that is linear [139] or even quadratic [21] or cubic [3] in this bound. As such, the efficiency of
the scheme is directly dependent on the bound. Increasing the bound makes the scheme
more flexible, but less efficient, meaning that this bound cannot simply be chosen as a
sufficiently high number.
As another example, we consider schemes with a bounded re-use of an attribute in a
policy. To mitigate the one-use restriction, some works [96,94] make multiple copies of
each attribute. The idea is that, for each use of the same attribute in the policy, another
copy of the attribute is used. However, the number of copies is fixed after the setup is run,
meaning that it is bounded. Furthermore, the efficiency of the scheme depends directly
on this bound [4]. In this case, the public keys and key generation costs grow by a factor
that is linear in the bound, and thus yield similar flexibility-efficiency trade-offs as the
previous example.
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Security of ABE

4.1

Collusion resistance

An important property of ABE is that it is required to be collusion resistant. If any
number of users are not individually able to decrypt a ciphertext, they should not be
able to do this collectively either. For example, a doctor who works at the Mayo clinic
and a nurse who works at Johns Hopkins Hospital should not be able to individually
decrypt a ciphertext with policy “doctor ∧ Johns Hopkins Hospital”. In addition, they
should not be able to collude and decrypt the ciphertext together either.
When access control is enforced in practice, an important aspect is that access is
only granted to authorized users. In traditional systems, the authority ensures this by
verifying whether a requesting user possesses a set of attributes that satisfies the policy
[83]. To do this properly, the attributes need to be authenticated. This means that the
authority needs to be certain that the attributes are actually in the possession of a single
user (and not, say, in the possession of multiple colluding users). To enforce access
control with ABE, the employed scheme should ensure this as well, which is the case
when it is collusion resistant.
4.2

Security models

In the context of ABE, the security models capture security against chosen-plaintext
attacks (CCA) and collusion resistance (Section 4.1). The strongest notion of security
is provided by the full security [96] model, then the semi-adaptive security [50] model
and then the selective security [130] model. Other models include co-selective security
[20] and static security [128], but these are used much less often. The basic models
consider security against chosen-plaintext attacks but can easily be extended to model
chosen-ciphertext attacks (Section 4.3). The full security model is formally defined as
follows.
Definition 4 (Full CPA-security for CP-ABE [29]). We define the game between challenger and attacker as follows:
– Setup phase: The challenger runs the Setup algorithm of the CP-ABE scheme and
sends the master public key to the attacker.
– First query phase: The attacker queries the challenger for secret keys corresponding to sets of attributes 1 , ..., 𝑘1 , where 𝑘1 ∈ ℕ is polynomially bounded in the
security parameter.
– Challenge phase: The attacker generates two messages 𝑀0 and 𝑀1 of equal length,
together with an access structure 𝔸 such that none of the queried sets of attributes
𝑖 satisfy 𝔸. The challenger flips a coin, i.e. 𝑏 ∈𝑅 {0, 1} and encrypts 𝑀𝑏 under 𝔸.
It sends the resulting ciphertext to the attacker.
– Second query phase: The attacker queries the challenger for secret keys corresponding to sets of attributes 𝑘1 +1 , ..., 𝑘2 with the restriction that none of the sets
𝑖 satisfy access structure 𝔸, where 𝑘2 ∈ ℕ is polynomially bounded in the security
parameter.
– Decision phase: The attacker outputs a guess 𝑏′ for 𝑏.
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|
|
The advantage of the attacker is defined as |Pr[𝑏′ = 𝑏] − 12 |. A ciphertext-policy
|
|
attribute-based encryption scheme is fully (or adaptively) secure if all polynomial-time
attackers have at most a negligible advantage in this security game.
In the selective security model, the challenge access structure is announced before
the challenger runs the setup. In the semi-adaptive security model, this happens afterwards, but before the attacker is allowed to query secret keys. While selective and semiadaptive security certainly prove a level of security—or at least, they inspire some confidence in that the scheme is secure—neither does accurately model real-world dangers to
security breaches [42]. It is unreasonable to assume that an attacker is going to announce
which access policies it is going to attack before a system setup.
A natural question would however be: are fully secure schemes truly more secure
than selectively secure schemes in practice? From a theoretical standpoint, this seems
to be true. Intuitively, one could provide a security reduction of a selectively secure
scheme in the full security model by protecting against every conceivable access policy,
resulting in an exponential security loss [130]. In fact, Lewko and Waters [100] formally
prove this by showing that any such black-box reduction leads to an exponential security
loss. Nevertheless, so far, no practical attacks exist that can break any selectively secure
scheme with a significant advantage over its fully secure variant. As such, it is unclear
whether selective security is simply an artifact of the used proof technique, or whether
these schemes are truly less secure in practice. This gives rise to the following open
problem.
Open problem 1 (Selective versus full security in practice) To determine whether selectively secure schemes are significantly less secure in practice than fully secure schemes.
4.3

Security against chosen-ciphertext attacks

As noted, the basic security models only provide security against chosen-plaintext attacks (CPA). However, in practice, a scheme often also has to be secure against chosenciphertext attacks (CCA) [123]. The model in Definition 3 can easily be adapted to model
this, i.e. by including a decryption oracle. The attacker is allowed to query this oracle
with ciphertexts other than the challenge ciphertext.
4.4

The random oracle model

Some schemes are proven secure in the random oracle model (ROM) [28], i.e. its security proofs use random oracles. In practice, the random oracles are replaced by cryptographic hash functions [126], which are then assumed to behave randomly. While this
is an idealized functionality of a hash function, Bellare and Rogaway [28] argue that it
is sufficiently random for its purpose in most cases. However, Canetti, Goldreich and
Halevi [38] show that schemes exist that are secure in the ROM, but for which no implementation of a hash function can be found that yields a secure scheme. It is unclear
if these problems also translate to any established ABE schemes, and whether they can
be exploited in practice.
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Static and parametrized complexity assumptions and the generic group
model

ABE schemes are often proven secure by reducing a complexity assumption to its security. Some proofs use static assumptions such as the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(DBDH) [130], the (symmetric) external Diffie-Hellman ((S)XDH) [50], decisional linear (DLIN) [4] and subgroup assumptions [96]. Other proofs use parametrized or 𝑞-type
assumptions, which grow linearly in some parameter 𝑞 that is often dependent on some
system parameters. Many of the 𝑞-type assumptions used in these proofs can be generalized under the “uber-assumption” [33,35], which is shown to generically hold in the
generic bilinear group model (GGM) [133]. However, the security level of a scheme may
decrease as 𝑞 increases [51], which makes them less attractive than static assumptions.
Another difference between static and parametrized assumptions is the analysis of their
security. Static assumptions are often concise, simple to understand and derived from
well-understood assumptions. In contrast, parametrized assumptions consist of many
inputs and are often tailored to prove security of one specific scheme. As such, each
assumption needs to be carefully studied.
Finally, note that some schemes directly prove security in the GGM. Much like the
random oracle model (ROM), the GGM is considered an idealized security model and
a proof herein provides only a basic level of confidence. Dent shows that schemes exist
that are provably secure in the GGM, but can be broken in practice [56]. Regardless,
much like in the ROM setting, it is unclear if this is also the case for ABE.
Open problem 2 (Security of ABE with proofs in idealized models in practice) To
analyze the security of ABE schemes that are provably secure in the random oracle
model or generic (bilinear) group model in practice.

5

Pairing-based ABE

In this section, we review pairing-based ABE. To this end, we discuss the common
structure used in many schemes, and how some of the properties discussed in Section 3
can be achieved.
In general, due to the collusion resistance property (Section 4.1), ABE requires security guarantees for both the secret keys and ciphertexts. This is unlike more traditional
forms of public-key encryption, such as ElGamal [65], which typically only require security guarantees for the ciphertexts. To ensure security of such encryption schemes,
the ciphertexts are defined in groups in which the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem
[57,31] is assumed to be hard. Roughly, it should then (provably) hold that illegitimately
decrypting the ciphertext is just as hard as solving the discrete-log problem. To ensure
that security guarantees can be achieved for both the keys and ciphertexts, it makes sense
to place both the keys and ciphertexts in such groups, which however may complicate
decryption. To overcome these difficulties, pairings can be used.
5.1

Pairings

A pairing—also known as a bilinear map—is a map 𝑒 ∶ 𝔾 × ℍ → 𝔾𝑇 defined over
three groups 𝔾, ℍ and 𝔾𝑇 of prime order 𝑝 with generators 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾, ℎ ∈ ℍ such that (i)
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𝑒(𝑔 𝑎 , ℎ𝑏 ) = 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝑎𝑏 for all 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℤ𝑝 (bilinearity), (ii) 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ) is not the identity in 𝔾𝑇
(non-degeneracy) and (iii) 𝑒 is efficiently computable. In some schemes, the order of the
groups is a composite of three distinct primes. Because the group and pairing operations
in such groups are one to two orders of magnitude less efficient than in its prime-order
counterparts [74], prime-order groups are preferred.
Depending on the relationship between 𝔾 and ℍ, different types of pairings exist. If
𝔾 = ℍ, then the pairing is symmetric and called a type-I pairing. If not, then the pairing
is asymmetric. Subsequently, if an efficiently computable homomorphism from ℍ to 𝔾
exists, then it is a type-II pairing, and otherwise, it is a type-III pairing. While most
schemes are designed in the type-I setting, type-III pairings should be used in practice,
due to computational efficiency [64] and security issues in the type-I setting [63]. In
general, schemes designed in the type-I setting can be securely converted to the type-III
setting [1,6,2].
5.2

Access structures: representation of (non-)monotone span programs

In pairing-based ABE, (non-)monotone span programs are typically represented by access trees [70] or linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) matrices [71]. Most often, LSSS
matrices are used, which can be efficiently generated with the methods described in e.g.
[93].
Definition 5 (Access structures represented by LSSS matrices [71]). An access struc𝑛 ×𝑛
ture can be represented as a pair 𝔸 = (𝐀, 𝜌) such that 𝐀 ∈ ℤ𝑝1 2 is an LSSS matrix,
where 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 ∈ ℕ, and 𝜌 is a function that maps the rows of 𝐀 to attributes in the uni𝑛
verse. Then, for some vector with randomly generated entries 𝐯 = (𝑠, 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 ) ∈ ℤ𝑝2 ,
⊺
the 𝑖-th secret generated by this matrix is 𝜆𝑖 = 𝐀𝑖 𝐯 , where 𝐀𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th row of
𝐀. If  satisfies 𝔸, then there exist a set of rows Υ = {𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛1 } ∣ 𝜌(𝑖) ∈ } and
∑
coefficients 𝜀𝑖 ∈ ℤ𝑝 for all 𝑖 ∈ Υ such that 𝑖∈Υ 𝜀𝑖 𝐀𝑖 = (1, 0, ..., 0), and by extension
∑
𝑖∈Υ 𝜀𝑖 𝜆𝑖 = 𝑠, holds.
5.3

Example: the Wat11 scheme

To illustrate what pairing-based ABE schemes look like, we give an example of a CPABE scheme. Arguably the simplest CP-ABE scheme is the first Wat11 [141] scheme.
It is the CP-ABE variant of the first expressive KP-ABE scheme, i.e. the GPSW06 [70].
The scheme is originally defined in the prime-order and symmetric setting (and only
provides selective security (Section 4.2)). This scheme was later improved on in many
works [96,13,14,5,89,15,104], attaining better levels of security and/or practicality.
Example 1 (The Wat11 [141] scheme).
– Setup(𝜆): Let 𝑝, 𝔾, 𝔾𝑇 , 𝑒, 𝑔 be generated as in Section 5.1, such that 𝑒 is a symmetric
pairing and provides sufficient security with respect to security parameter 𝜆. The
key generation authority (KGA) also initializes universe  and randomly generates
𝛼, 𝑏, 𝑏att ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 for all att ∈  . It keeps MSK = (𝛼, 𝑏, {𝑏att }att∈ ) as the master
secret key and publishes the master public key
MPK = (𝑝,  , 𝔾, 𝔾𝑇 , 𝑒, 𝑔, 𝐴 = 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼 , 𝐵 = 𝑔 𝑏 , {𝐵att = 𝑔 𝑏att }att∈ )
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– KeyGen(, MSK): For a user that possesses a set of attributes , the KGA randomly
generates 𝑟 ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 , and returns as secret key:
SK  = (, 𝐾 = 𝑔 𝛼−𝑟𝑏 , 𝐾 ′ = 𝑔 𝑟 , {𝐾att = 𝑔 𝑟𝑏att }att∈ ).
– Encrypt(𝑀, 𝔸, MPK): An encrypting user encrypts message 𝑀 ∈ 𝔾𝑇 under access
𝑛 ×𝑛
policy 𝔸 with 𝐀 ∈ ℤ𝑝1 2 , 𝜌 ∶ {1, ..., 𝑛1 } →  . The user then randomly generates
integers 𝑠, 𝑠1 , ..., 𝑠𝑛1 , 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 and computes the ciphertext as
𝑠

𝑗
CT𝔸 = (𝔸, 𝐶 = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝐴𝑠 , 𝐶 ′ = 𝑔 𝑠 , {𝐶1,𝑗 = 𝐵 𝜆𝑗 𝐵𝜌(𝑗)
, 𝐶2,𝑗 = 𝑔 𝑠𝑗 }𝑗∈[1,𝑛1 ] ),

such that 𝜆𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th entry of 𝐀 ⋅ (𝑠, 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 )⊺ .
– Decrypt(SK  , CT𝔸 ): Suppose that  satisfies 𝔸, and suppose Υ = {𝑗 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛1 } ∣
∑
𝜌(𝑗) ∈ }, such that {𝜀𝑗 ∈ ℤ𝑝 }𝑗∈Υ exist with 𝑖∈Υ 𝜀𝑗 𝐀𝑗 = (1, 0, ..., 0). Then the
plaintext 𝑀 is retrieved by computing
(
)
∏(
)
𝜀
𝐶∕ 𝑒(𝐶 ′ , 𝐾) ⋅
𝑒(𝐶1,𝑗 , 𝐾 ′ )∕𝑒(𝐾𝜌(𝑗) , 𝐶2,𝑗 ) 𝑗 .
𝑗∈Υ

The scheme is correct, i.e. decryption indeed yields 𝑀:
)
(
∏
𝑠𝑖
𝑀 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠 ∕ 𝑒(𝑔 𝛼−𝑟𝑏 , 𝑔 𝑠 ) ⋅ 𝑖∈Υ (𝑒(𝑔 𝑟 , 𝐵 𝜆𝑖 𝐵𝜌(𝑖)
)∕𝑒(𝑔 𝑟𝑏𝜌(𝑖) , 𝑔 𝑠𝑖 ))𝜀𝑖
)
(
∏
𝜌(𝑖) , 𝑔 𝑠𝑖 ))𝜀𝑖
= 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠 ∕ 𝑒(𝑔 𝛼−𝑟𝑏 , 𝑔(𝑠 ) ⋅ 𝑖∈Υ (𝑒(𝑔 𝑟 , 𝑔 𝜆𝑖 𝑏+𝑠𝑖 𝑏𝜌(𝑖) )∕𝑒(𝑔 𝑟𝑏
)
∑
= 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠 ∕ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠−𝑟𝑠𝑏 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔) 𝑖∈Υ 𝜀𝑖 𝑟𝜆𝑖 𝑏
)
(
= 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠 ∕ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠−𝑟𝑠𝑏 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝑟𝑠𝑏 = 𝑀.
5.4

Standard form

Many pairing-based schemes have a similar structure as the Wat11 scheme. In particular, the keys and ciphertexts mainly exist in the source group(s)—with the exception of
the first ciphertext component, which is almost always 𝐶 = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔)𝛼𝑠 —and decryption consists of pairing the appropriate key and ciphertext components. This common
structure is explicitly considered in frameworks that consider generic compilers (Section
6.2), which abstracts the schemes by analyzing the “exponent space”. For instance, the
exponent space of the secret keys of the Wat11 scheme (Definition 1) can be described
as a vector of elements in ℤ𝑝 , i.e. sk  = (𝑘 = 𝛼 − 𝑟𝑏, 𝑘′ = 𝑟, {𝑘att = 𝑟𝑏att }att∈ ). In
a more general sense, this vector can be expressed as a function of the master-key 𝛼,
some variables 𝐛 associated with the public keys, and some variables 𝐫 associated with
the secret key. Similarly, such a vector can be defined for the ciphertexts. We summarize these findings by defining the standard form of CP-ABE, which is derived from the
aforementioned generic compiler frameworks [142,13].
Definition 6 (Standard form of CP-ABE [142,13]). The standard form of ciphertextpolicy attribute-based encryption is defined as follows.
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– Setup(𝜆): Taking as input the security parameter 𝜆, the KGA generates three groups
𝔾, ℍ, 𝔾𝑇 of order 𝑝 with generators 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾, ℎ ∈ ℍ, and chooses a pairing 𝑒 ∶ 𝔾 ×
ℍ → 𝔾𝑇 . The KGA also defines the universe of attributes  , and generates random
𝛼, 𝐛 = (𝑏1 , ..., 𝑏𝑛 ) ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 such that 𝑛 ∈ ℕ is some integer. It outputs MSK = (𝛼, 𝐛)
as its master secret key and publishes the master public key as
MPK = (𝑔, ℎ, 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼 , 𝑔 𝐛 , ℎ𝐛 ).
We refer to 𝐛 as the common variables, because they occur in both the secret keys
and ciphertexts. We refer to 𝛼 as the master-key, as it can be used to decrypt any
ciphertext.
– KeyGen(MSK, ): The KGA generates a secret key for a user who possesses a set
of attributes  by generating user-specific random integers 𝐫 = (𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , ...) ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝
and computing the secret key as
SK  = (, ℎ𝐤(𝛼,𝐫,𝐛,) ),
such that 𝐤 denotes a vector defined over the user-specific random variables, master
secret keys and associated set of attributes.
– Encrypt(𝑀, MPK, 𝔸): An encrypting user encrypts message 𝑀 ∈ 𝔾𝑇 by generating ciphertext-specific randoms 𝐬 = (𝑠, 𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , ...) ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 and computing the ciphertext as
CT𝔸 = (𝔸, 𝑀 ⋅ 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼𝑠 , 𝑔 𝐜(𝐬,𝐛,𝔸) ),
such that 𝐜 denotes two vectors defined over the ciphertext-specific random variables, master public keys and associated access structure.
– Decrypt(SK, CT): Let SK = (, 𝐊 = ℎ𝐤 ) be a secret key and CT = (𝔸, 𝐶 =
𝑀 ⋅𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼𝑠 , 𝐂 = 𝑔 𝐜 ) a ciphertext such that set  satisfies access structure 𝔸. Define
𝐄(𝔸, ) as the matrix such that we have 𝐜𝐄𝐤⊺ = 𝛼𝑠. Then, we retrieve plaintext 𝑀
by computing
)
(
∏
𝐄𝑖,𝑗
𝑒(𝐶𝑖 , 𝐾𝑗 )
,
𝐶∕
𝑖,𝑗

where 𝐂 = (𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , ...) and 𝐊 = (𝐾1 , 𝐾2 , ...).
Observation 3 As hinted at by Attrapadung [13], the standard form implies a metric
that can be used to measure the “similarity” between two schemes. For instance, by analyzing the LOSTW10 [96] and Wat11 [141] schemes, one would conclude that these two
schemes have similar structures. In fact, if one were to abstract both schemes to the vectors 𝐛, 𝐤 and 𝐜 as in Definition 6, they would turn out to be the same. The main difference
between the two schemes is the underlying group structure: whereas Wat11 is built on
prime-order groups, LOSTW10 is built on composite-order groups. As it turns out, many
CP-ABE schemes are structurally similar to the Wat11 scheme, and oftentimes only differ in the underlying group structure. The reason for this is that the Wat11 scheme has
an efficient “vector structure”—often referred to as pair encoding—compared to other
CP-ABE schemes, but it is provably secure in a weaker model and under less established assumptions than would be desirable (Section 4). In contrast, the derived schemes
[96,13,14,5,89,15,104] are provably secure in stronger models and under more established assumptions, possibly at the cost of some basic functionality and, importantly,
the efficiency.
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Supporting large universes

We analyze the methods that are used to support large universes. As argued in Section 3.3, from a practical viewpoint, we prefer large-universe constructions over smalluniverse schemes. Fortunately, because many pairing-based small-universe constructions use only the master public key associated with an attribute in the key generation
(and not some associated secret key), they can easily be converted into the large-universe
setting. For instance, in the Wat11 scheme (Definition 1), the generator 𝐵att = 𝑔 𝑏att
is used in the key generation and encryption algorithms. Two techniques exist that allow this generator 𝑔 𝑏att to be generated by a function. First, a full-domain hash (FDH)
 ∶ {0, 1}∗ → 𝔾 that maps strings directly into the group can be employed, which is
modeled as a random oracle [70]. Second, to avoid random oracles, a collision-resistant
hash function can be used to map strings in ℤ𝑝 , and then an implicit 𝑛-degree polynomial
is used to map the integer in the group [130]. For instance, the KGA can generate an
∑
𝑛-degree polynomial 𝑓 (att) = 𝑛𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖 𝑥𝑖att , publish “coefficients” 𝑔 𝑎0 , ..., 𝑔 𝑎𝑛 and define
∏
𝑖
the mapping 𝐹 as 𝐹 (att) = 𝑛𝑖=0 (𝑔 𝑎𝑖 )𝑥att = 𝑔 𝑓 (att) , where we assume that 𝑥att is the
hashed representation of att in ℤ𝑝 . The latter is sometimes also called a “Boneh-Boyen”
hash [32].
The main distinction between the two methods considered in literature is mostly
theoretical: the first requires random oracles in the proof whereas the second does not.
However, we also identify some practical advantages (+) and disadvantages (−).
For the “FDH-based” method, we identify the following advantages and disadvantages:
+ It is simple to apply to many small-universe schemes;
+ It typically yields schemes that attain the same structure, and, at first glance, seem
to attain the same efficiency as the small-universe counterpart.
− It may however negatively impact the efficiency of the key generation and encryption algorithms compared to its small-universe variant (Observation 8);
− Currently, no techniques exist that allow for the additional support of non-monotonicity
(Section 5.6);
− It cannot benefit from online/offline techniques like polynomial-based large-universe
constructions (Section 10.1), and therefore cannot significantly improve the efficiency of the key generation and encryption algorithms in practice.
For the “polynomial-based” method, we identify the following advantages and disadvantages:
+ Techniques exist that allow for the additional support of non-monotonicity (Section
5.6);
+ The mapping is solely determined by group elements 𝑔 𝑎𝑖 , which may positively influence the efficiency of the key generation and encryption algorithms (Observation
8);
+ The online/offline variants of these schemes (Section 10.1) allow for a split of the
computational costs into an online and offline phase. The online phase requires almost no computational costs, which significantly improves the efficiency of key
generation and encryption in practice;
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− Achieving unboundedness is more difficult;
− Existing schemes typically incur a heavy trade-off in practicality and efficiency, e.g.
by being bounded [70,139] or by having decryption [98,127,47] or key generation
[16] algorithms that are several factors more computationally costly than the other
algorithms.
So far, all existing constructions incur a significant efficiency trade-off. On the one
hand, FDH-based schemes typically have less efficient key generation and encryption
algorithms, but more efficient decryption algorithms. For instance, the most efficient
decryption algorithm requires only a constant number of pairing operations [4]. On the
other hand, polynomial-based schemes may allow for very efficient implementations
of key generation and encryption, but have much less efficient decryption algorithms
[98,127,10]. Alternatively, they may have very large keys or ciphertexts, depending
on whether we consider the KP-ABE or CP-ABE variant of [16]. A notable bounded
polynomial-based scheme is the construction in the appendix of [139]. Although it is
bounded in both the sets and policies (subsequently attaining less efficient key generation and encryption algorithms (Observation 2)), it requires only a constant number of
pairing operations during decryption.
Observation 4 The polynomial-based method may have the potential to provide a more
balanced scheme in terms of efficiency, and perhaps even a generally more efficient
scheme in practice. However, in order to show that this is the case, more research in
this area needs to be conducted. First, it needs to be investigated whether a scheme
can be designed that combines the techniques of unbounded schemes such as [127] and
bounded schemes such as [139]. Possibly, this can be achieved with a similar approach
as in [16], which combines the unbounded techniques of [98] and bounded techniques of
[21]. Not only may this allow for the design of schemes with a more balanced efficiency,
but also for the design of unbounded schemes with a very efficient decryption algorithm
(like [16]). Furthermore, it seems that the online/offline variants [82] of unbounded
schemes [98,127] rather explicitly exploit the polynomial structure, which can potentially be generalized. In this way, for all polynomial-based large-universe constructions,
the key generation and encryption algorithms can be implemented efficiently, requiring
almost no computational costs in the online phase. As a more ambitious goal, combining
these results—splitting an unbounded scheme with an efficient decryption algorithm in
an online and offline phase—may lead to a generally very efficient scheme in practice.
To this end, we formulate the following open problems.
Open problem 3 (Unbounded ABE with efficient decryption) To construct unbounded ABE using the polynomial method that minimizes the required number of pairing
operations per attribute in the decryption without sacrificing the storage efficiency.
Open problem 4 (Generic online/offline conversions) To formulate a framework that
provides generic conversions for any polynomial-based large-universe scheme to the
online/offline setting.
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Supporting non-monotonicity

We analyze the existing methods used to support non-monotonicity. As mentioned,
schemes that support non-monotone access structures are more expressive. Moreover,
they may simplify the support of e.g. revocation [92] (Section 10.2). In general, we
observe that two methods exist to support non-monotonicity in ABE. First, the most
straightforward way is to include a negative attribute for each attribute in the universe
[52]. During key generation, a key is generated for each attribute in the universe: a positive instance for each attribute in the set, and a negative instance for every other attribute in the universe. The advantage of this method is that it can be applied to any
small-universe scheme, and the efficiency of the encryption and decryption algorithms
are the same as in the monotone setting. The disadvantage of this technique is that it
inherently requires the support of small universes only, and the key generation costs
grow in the size of the universe. Furthermore, supporting non-monotonicity in this way
causes issues when attributes are added to the universe, which we discuss in more detail
in Section 9.
Ostrovsky et al. [120] devised another method—hereinafter referred to as OSWmethod—which also supports large universes. In particular, their method exploits the
structure of large-universe constructions that use the implicit 𝑛-degree polynomial (Section 5.5), and can thus be applied to completely unbounded schemes [144,15]. Roughly,
this method requires that during decryption, the entire set of attributes associated with
the key is compared with the negated attribute. The decrypting user only satisfies this
negation, if all attributes are different from the negated attribute. The disadvantage of
this method is, however, that this comes at the cost of some efficiency. For instance,
compared to RW13 [127], its non-monotone variant in [144] has keys that are twice as
large (and thus the key generation costs are doubled). The decryption costs for negated
attributes scale linearly in the size of the set of attributes associated with the key.
In the realm of pairing-based ABE, a special subtype of non-monotonicity—
which we shall refer to as “labeled non-monotonicity”—was proposed by Okamoto
and Takashima [118], and was later further investigated and developed in [136,22].
These works explicitly use the attribute labels—corresponding to our notion of attribute
types—in access policies. For instance, the attribute “doctor” can belong to the subuniverse labeled as “profession”. Then, the attribute can be negated in two ways: “NOT
profession: doctor” or “profession: NOT doctor”. In the first case, a set of attributes satisfies the negation if it does not contain the attribute “profession: doctor”. In the second
case, a set satisfies the negation if it does contain at least one attribute with the label
profession, but not with the value “doctor”. In particular, the negation is not satisfied
if the set does not contain any attributes with the label. We call the latter type of nonmonotonicity “labeled non-monotonicity”.
Labeled non-monotonicity can be useful in some practical settings [136,22]. For instance, consider a situation in which a new label is added to a system and used in a
negation during encryption. At this point, none of the users have an attribute for this
label yet; as such, each user would automatically satisfy the negation “NOT profession:
doctor”. In contrast, users do not automatically satisfy the negation “profession: NOT
doctor”, as they need at least one attribute associated with the label “profession”. To satisfy it, they would first need to request a new key for a set of attributes that also includes
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the new label. Note, however, that the user may possibly not possess any attributes associated with the label. In this case, the user is assigned an empty value, e.g. “profession:
none”.
Observation 5 Currently, large-universe schemes that support non-monotone access
structures incur a significant efficiency trade-off. We identify two underlying reasons for
this:
– Only the second non-monotonicity method—which we dubbed the OSW-method—
can simultaneously support large-universeness and non-monotonicity. As such, the
resulting schemes suffer from the same decryption inefficiency as unbounded ABE
using the polynomial method, as pointed out in Section 5.5;
– The OSW-method requires that, during decryption, the entire set of attributes is
compared to the negated attribute, incurring computational costs that are linear in
the set.
To some extent, labeled non-monotonicity mitigates both these issues. Most obviously, it mitigates the second issue by only requiring that subset of attributes associated
with the same label as the negated attribute need to be compared. A less obvious reason
is that the attribute labels constitute another “layer” of the universe of attributes. For
this layer, we do not require non-monotonicity, so we can use both methods to support
large-universeness as discussed in Section 5.5.
For instance, the TKN20 [136] scheme supports labeled non-monotonicity by using
FDH-based and polynomial-based methods to support large universes. Unlike FDHbased large-universe constructions, the scheme uses an FDH to map the universe labels
to the group. Within each labeled universe, it maps the attributes to the group by using
the polynomial method (Section 5.5). In this way, the non-monotonicity supported with
(a simplified version6 of) the OSW-method ensures that not the entire set of attributes
needs to be compared to the negated attribute during decryption. Rather, only the subset
of attributes associated with the negated attribute’s label needs to be compared. While
this yields a more efficient decryption algorithm compared to schemes that support nonlabeled non-monotonicity, the use of an FDH may decrease the efficiency of the key
generation and encryption algorithms (Section 7.5). On the other hand, if we use the
polynomial method to map the labels to the group, as is proposed in [22], then decryption
requires a linear number of pairing operations per matching attribute. Possibly, a more
balanced efficiency can be achieved if Open problem 3 is solved.

6

Security of pairing-based ABE

We review some important techniques and developments in proving security of pairingbased ABE.
6

In the case of TKN20 [136], each attribute label may occur only once in the set of attributes.
Attrapadung and Tomida [22] later lift this restriction by applying the OSW-method in the
“attribute layer”.
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Selective security through “program-and-cancel” strategies

In general, the choice of security model depends on the proof strategy. In many early
works [130,70,141], the “program-and-cancel” strategy is used to prove security. In this
proof strategy, the challenge access structure is embedded in the public keys. During the
key query phase, the set of the rows of the access structure is split in two subsets: the set
of rows associated with the attributes that are also in the set associated with the key, and
its complement. This can only be done if the attacker commits to the challenge access
structure before the setup (or key query) phase is run. This strategy is therefore mostly
used to prove selective (or semi-adaptive) security. Another characteristic of selective
security proofs using the program-and-cancel technique is that, in the ciphertext-policy
and prime-order setting, the used complexity assumption is oftentimes 𝑞-type [141,127].
On a high level, this is due to how the policies are embedded in the public keys.
Note that selective proof techniques can also be utilized in full security proofs [99].
In fact, for some schemes, currently the only way to prove full security is to use selective
proof techniques [13,5]. As a consequence, these schemes have, at best, a full security
proof under a 𝑞-type assumption.
6.2

Full security through dual system encryption

Proving full security is difficult but important. As our taxonomy in Table 3 shows, the
minority of schemes is proven fully secure. This is, in part, because selective security is
arguably easier to prove, and typically yields more efficient schemes. A more important
reason is that many generic frameworks and transformations exist that do not necessarily
aim to build one ABE scheme—and are therefore not listed in our taxonomy—but generalize existing structures and transformations to simultaneously achieve certain properties. This simplifies the construction of ABE schemes with many desirable properties
while attaining strong security guarantees.
For the past decade, much progress has been made in achieving stronger security
guarantees for the existing selectively secure schemes. Currently, the most efficient fully
secure versions (e.g. [89,104]) of their selectively secure counterparts (e.g. [70,141])
incur roughly twice the storage and computational costs. These works use and improve
the dual system encryption methodology introduced by Waters [140]. Interestingly, a
vast body of literature exists in this area, e.g. [96,97,117,61,95,48,49,45,46]. We believe that, in itself, this subfield within pairing-based ABE can benefit from a systemized overview. To avoid heavy, technical explanations without entirely avoiding these
accomplishments, we merely mention some interesting, recent results.
Generic compilers To simplify the design and analysis of fully secure schemes, generic
frameworks are formulated within the dual system encryption framework, which define generic transformations or compilers [142,13,45,3,14,5]. These compilers facilitate
simplified security proofs by proving security of the underlying group structure generically. They ensure that the designer only needs to prove simple notions of security (such
as information-theoretic ones) over the exponent space. Notably, [5] (and by extension
[10]) only requires algebraic notions of security, which are derived from selective security proof techniques. Effectively, they prove security generically for any scheme that is
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not trivially broken. In particular, a scheme is trivially broken if an unauthorized key exists that can decrypt a challenge ciphertext. As a consequence, many selectively secure
schemes can be transformed into fully secure schemes (albeit under a 𝑞-type assumption). Note that many of these generic frameworks prove stronger notions of security for
previously constructed schemes, such as the Wat11 [141] and RW13 [127] schemes.
Generic conversions and compositions Not only the underlying group structures have
been analyzed, but also the structural transformations that are used to achieve certain
properties. Several works are dedicated to converting schemes with certain properties
into schemes with other properties [23,17]. These works are built on the generic compiler
frameworks of Attrapadung [13,14]. Other works show that certain transformations on
the predicates, e.g. conjunctions or negations, preserve security [15,22,9]. In particular,
[15,9] are instantiated in the framework of Agrawal and Chase [5]. As a result, schemes
satisfying properties such as complete unboundedness, non-monotonicity and constantsize ciphertexts can be constructed, whilst attaining strong security guarantees (e.g. full
security under static assumptions in the standard model [22,105]).
6.3

Conversion from CPA to CCA-security

Most ABE schemes are only proven CPA-secure, though there are some exceptions
[52,145,117]. Oftentimes, generic conversion methods can be applied, such as methods using non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs [123], or key-encapsulation techniques
such as the Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [62], which both yield security in the random oracle model. Whereas such key-encapsulation techniques are more efficient in
practice, for completeness, we briefly review other techniques as well.
Some conversion methods avoid random oracles by exploiting specific properties of
ABE. Yamada et al. [143] give two methods that use the Canetti-Halevi-Katz transformation [39] to generically obtain CCA-security. The first method considers the delegatability of a scheme. A scheme is delegatable if a secret key associated with a set of
attributes can be transformed into a secret key associated with a smaller set of attributes.
The second method considers the verifiability of a scheme. A scheme is verifiable if it
can be verified for two sets of attributes whether their associated keys decrypt to the
same value. For schemes that are not delegatable or verifiable, Koppula and Waters [87]
describe a conversion method that can always be used. In general, it seems that the most
efficient CCA-secure schemes (avoiding random oracles) can be constructed from largeuniverse constructions with the verifiability method, as it only requires a few additional
ciphertext components and a few additional pairing operations in the decryption.

7

Efficiency of pairing-based ABE

One of the most important practical aspects of any cryptographic primitive is the efficiency. Compared to other primitives that are used to implement access control (as
discussed in Section 2), ABE generally requires more computational power on the user
side. To narrow the efficiency gap, it is paramount that the computational costs of ABE
are minimized. In this section, we critically review some aspects related to efficiency of
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ABE. We also outline some open problems related to making ABE more efficient, and
properly measuring and comparing efficiency.
7.1

The storage costs

In general, the efficiency of an ABE scheme is determined by the computational and
storage costs. For the storage costs, the sizes of the public and secret keys, as well as the
ciphertexts are considered. In practice, it may be more important to optimize the size
of the ciphertexts, rather than the keys. For instance, the secret keys are stored on the
decryption device, which may not need to be updated frequently after key generation.
In contrast, this device may frequently receive ciphertexts to decrypt from other data
sources. For mobile devices with limited data subscriptions, it might be problematic to
have large ciphertexts. For storage-constrained devices such as sensors and other IoT
devices that encrypt data using ABE, such ciphertexts may simply be too large, yielding
a problem on the encrypting user’s side. Therefore, minimizing the ciphertext size may
be desired or even required in these settings.
To support ABE on resource-contrained devices, schemes with constant-size or short
ciphertexts [79,3,5] can be deployed—possibly alongside another scheme that is more
suitable for less constrained devices. As we will show in the taxonomy (Table 3), these
schemes typically incur various trade-offs in flexibility (imposing bounds on the universe, access policies or sets of attributes) or expressivity (only supporting AND-gates
or threshold functions). The only exception is the AHMTY16 [16] scheme, which is expressive, KP-based, achieves complete unboundedness, and has short ciphertexts. The
short ciphertexts come with a prominent trade-off: the key size—and by extension the
key generation costs—are larger by a factor that is linear in one of the system parameters compared to other popular schemes [141,127]. Hence, we would recommend that,
in settings in which the encryption devices are resource-constrained or powerful, both
a scheme with short ciphertexts and a scheme with more balanced sizes and computational costs are deployed. Finally, note that a CP-ABE scheme with similar features as
AHMTY16 does not exist yet, even though this may be useful in practice. We therefore
formulate the following open problem.
Open problem 5 (CP-ABE with short ciphertexts) To design an unbounded CPABE scheme with short ciphertexts that supports expressive access policies.
7.2

Computational costs

For the computational costs, the performance of some or all of the algorithms—i.e. the
setup, key generation, encryption and decryption—is considered. In practice, some of
these algorithms may be performed more often than others. Key generation is ideally run
only once for each user, while encryption is performed much more often. In turn, because multiple users can decrypt a ciphertext, decryption may be performed more often
than encryption. Furthermore, the encryption and decryption devices may have different
computational resources, e.g. the average encryption device may be an IoT device while
the average decryption device is a personal computer. It is therefore important to take
such considerations into account when analyzing the efficiency of a scheme.
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Implementing and benchmarking schemes

The most empirical way to evaluate the computational efficiency is to implement the
scheme and analyze the costs for various numbers of attributes. In most works, the
Charm framework is used to prototype and benchmark new schemes [127,82,128,4].
By default, the Charm framework relies on the PBC library [110], a cryptographic library that supports several pairing-friendly groups and the necessary arithmetic. Unfortunately, the PBC library only implements severely outdated groups [24] that provide much fewer bits of security than typically desired (or even required) in practice.
Some other works [16,146] directly use the RELIC toolkit [12]—which also implements
groups that provide at least 128 bits of security—but these works only consider one specific group: the BN12-254 curve [26]. Although this group provided sufficient security
when these works were published, they are currently estimated to provide roughly only
100 bits of security [24]. Most recently, Tomida et al. [136] provided a performance
analysis that uses a group with sufficient security, but no source code was published, so
it is unclear whether they have used libraries for arithmetic.
Observation 6 Apart from the low security levels, these implementations may have
some other shortcomings, notably with respect to the efficiency. First, the implementation of the access structures in the Charm framework is not the most efficient. In particular, they use threshold functions to implement the OR- and AND-gates [70], which
yields coefficients 𝜀𝑖 (conform Definition 5) of large sizes. This means that decryption
requires at least one full exponentiation for each attribute (see e.g. Definition 1). Instead, using the conversion methods in Appendix G of [93] (like [4] does) would yield
𝜀𝑖 ∈ {−1, 1}. Thus, decryption only requires a multiplication for each attribute. Second,
the Charm framework does not readily support optimized implementations of e.g. products of exponentiations [113]. Furthermore, it does support optimizations of exponentiation with precomputation such as [37], but these are not often used in the benchmarks.
Nevertheless, in practice, these optimizations are often used to improve the efficiency of
implementations.
It is important to obtain a more realistic view of the efficiency of a secure scheme
in practice. Hence, we recommend that either the Charm framework is updated with
respect to these aspects, or that a new framework dedicated to ABE and related fields is
set up.
Open problem 6 (Optimized and secure implementations of schemes) To set up a
framework for implementing ABE, which supports state-of-the-art pairing-friendly
groups and readily uses high-end optimizations.
Open problem 7 (Benchmarking schemes for practice) To measure the computational efficiency of a scheme based on the requirements of some specific practical setting,
e.g. by taking into account design goals, the computational resources and the frequency
that the algorithms are executed.
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Comparing efficiency of schemes

The goal of benchmarking can be to compare the efficiency of two schemes. Usually, this is done by converting the schemes to the type-III setting, choosing a pairingfriendly group, implementing the converted schemes, and subsequently benchmarking
them [73,127,82,128,4]. In some cases, this is done to illustrate the efficiency of some
given optimization [73,82]. In others, the efficiency of a new scheme is compared with
other established schemes to illustrate the feasibility [127,128,4].
Observation 7 With respect to such comparisons, we observe that the efficiency is heavily influenced by some design choices, and that these should be investigated more precisely. Furthermore, these design choices may be affected by some underlying (possibly
implicit) design goals. For instance, the designer of one scheme may aim to optimize the
encryption efficiency rather than the key generation efficiency, while another designer
may aim to balance the two. Benchmarking these schemes may yield different results
than if all schemes had been designed with respect to the same goal, e.g. by optimizing
the encryption efficiency. Rather, for a fair comparison, two schemes must be optimized
with respect to the same design goal. Important design goals could be related to which
algorithms should be optimized with respect to the computational costs or whether the
keys or ciphertexts need to be optimized in size. These goals can typically be specified
once the use case for which an ABE scheme is chosen is clear. For instance, in settings
involving resource-constrained devices, it is paramount that the algorithm that runs on
it, e.g. encryption, is optimized. To illustrate that the design goal matters, we consider
two design choices and how they may be affected by the design goal.
First, converting a scheme from the type-I to the type-III setting is not trivial and can
be done in many ways [1,6,2]. Moreover, the efficiency of a scheme depends directly on
the chosen conversion technique. The reason for this is that the arithmetic in the three
pairing groups varies [11]. Typically, the arithmetic in the first group is the most efficient, while that in the second group is more costly by at least a factor two. As such, the
computational costs incurred by computing a secret key or ciphertext component depend on the group in which it lives. For instance, to optimize the encryption efficiency,
it is important to place as many ciphertext components in the first group as possible.
Consequently, the key components that need to be paired with these ciphertext components during decryption have to be placed in the second group. The chosen conversion
technique is therefore implied by the design goal.
Second, many choices exist for pairing-friendly groups in the type-III setting providing 128 bits of security [75]. Much like the chosen conversion technique, the chosen
group directly affects the efficiency of a scheme. The reason for this is that the efficiency
of the arithmetic in the groups 𝔾, ℍ and 𝔾𝑇 and the pairing operation varies per choice.
Some relevant aspects to consider in this are the computational costs of
–
–
–
–

an exponentiation in 𝔾, ℍ and 𝔾𝑇 ;
(full-domain) hashing in 𝔾 and ℍ;
one pairing computation;
a product of pairing computations.
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In general, various choices of groups provide various trade-offs in efficiency. For instance, curve BN12-382 provides efficient hashing at the cost of the exponentiation efficiency, while curve BLS12-381 provides more efficient exponentiation at the cost of
the hashing efficiency [11]. This means that different schemes may also perform better
with respect to some chosen design goal in some groups than in others. Importantly, two
schemes may perform best in two different groups; possibly, using one group benefits
one scheme and impedes the other. For a fair comparison of two schemes, it should thus
be investigated what the most efficient groups are for each scheme, given some specific
design goal.
In sum, potentially, different schemes may be most suitable for different design goals.
To find the best scheme with respect to some design goal, we need to be able to know
how to convert the scheme from the type-I to the type-III setting and how to determine
the best pairing-friendly group. This gives rise to the following open problems.
Open problem 8 (Design goals for practice) To determine suitable design goals for
any given practical setting or use case.
Open problem 9 (Type conversion) Given some design goal, to determine the most
optimal conversion from the type-I to the type-III setting.
Open problem 10 (Choosing a pairing-friendly group) With respect to some specific
design goal, to determine the pairing-friendly group that yields the most efficient implementation of a scheme.
7.5

Performance analysis

We analyze the performance of two CP-ABE schemes, mostly to illustrate the feasibility
of implementing ABE in practice given the current state of the art. We additionally
want to show that analyzing the performance of a scheme is intricate. Due to efficient
implementations of certain computations, schemes may sometimes be more efficient
than they seem, while others may actually perform worse than expected. We also aim to
inspire e.g. designers to follow similar approaches in the comparison of two schemes.
The two CP-ABE schemes that we compare are the large-universe version of the
Wat11 [141] scheme using full-domain hashes [139] and the RW13 scheme [127]. We
have chosen these particular schemes despite their seniority, because they have the same
“vector structure” as many follow-up schemes and extensions. Oftentimes, these only
differ in the underlying group structure, and thus, the additional overhead that these
schemes incur is known. For instance, the CP variant of KW19 [89] and the unbounded
CP-ABE scheme in [22] incur roughly twice the costs of the Wat11 and RW13 schemes,
respectively, when instantiated under the SXDH assumption (Section 4.5). While Wat11
and RW13 are both selectively secure (Section 4.2) under 𝑞-type assumptions, the other
two schemes [89,22] are both fully secure under a static assumption (all in the primeorder setting). In this case, we aim for a fair comparison of the efficiency trade-offs
incurred by achieving large-universeness by using a full-domain hash or the polynomial
method (Section 5.5). The two schemes only differ in how the compared property is
achieved. The other properties are the same (e.g. selective security, prime-order setting,
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no bounded variables). This is important, because these properties may also affect the
efficiency.
To give a more accurate view on the performance of ABE schemes nowadays, we
give performance estimates of the two schemes in a group that currently provides at
least 128 bits of security. Specifically, we use the BLS12-446 curve [25] implemented
in RELIC [12]—a cryptographic library for efficient constant-time implementations—
which provides approximately 132-134 bits of security [77,76]. Table 1 shows our performance estimates of the key generation, encryption and decryption algorithms on a 1.6
GHz Intel i5-8250U processor. It also shows the sizes of the secret keys and ciphertexts
in kilobytes. For this analysis, we have optimized the ciphertext size (and by extension,
the encryption efficiency). In Appendix A, our type-converted variants of the schemes
can be found (along with a description of the used access structures). Consequently, encryption is much cheaper than key generation. Furthermore, we have used the optimized
implementations of fixed-base and multi-base multiplications as well as multi-pairings
provided by RELIC whenever this was possible, which speeds up the algorithms considerably [12]. The performance analysis shows that, even for large inputs, the schemes
are very efficient (i.e. they all perform in less than a tenth of a second).
Observation 8 As mentioned in Section 5.5, the support of large universes through
FDHs (i.e. as in Wat11) may lead to less efficient key generation and encryption algorithms than through polynomials (i.e. RW13). Our performance estimates in Table 3
also confirm this. In the first place, the FDH itself incurs additional costs. In the second place, as a result of the way that an FDH is modeled, no entity (including the key
generation authority) knows the discrete logarithm of a hashed output with respect to
the generator. This means that the key and ciphertext components involving a hash need
to be in the same group, and have at least one variable base in the exponentiation. As
such, the type conversion becomes more restricted and practitioners cannot benefit from
highly optimized algorithms for exponentiation.
Note that more efficient large-universe constructions exist. For instance, the selectively secure variant of the multi-use scheme in [5] would yield a more efficient largeuniverse scheme when instantiated with a full-domain hash than the considered version
of the Wat11 scheme. However, the fully secure variant is, at best, secure under a 𝑞-type
assumption, and would therefore be less comparable with the fully secure variant of
RW13 (as it differs in another property). Similarly, the FDH-based large-universe variant of the second Wat11 scheme would be more efficient than the first Wat11 scheme,
but it has a one-use restriction. On the other hand, the polynomial-based large-universe
scheme in [10] seems to be more efficient than RW13, and may be more competitive
with the aforementioned FDH-based schemes.
Open problem 11 (Benchmarking state-of-the-art large-universe schemes) To compare all prominent large-universe schemes with respect to their efficiency and functionality.
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Table 1. Performance estimates of the large-universe schemes Wat11 [139] with full-domain hash
and RW13 [127]. The key and ciphertext sizes are expressed in the number of kilobytes, and the
timings are expressed in milliseconds.

# att
10
30
50
70

8

Key generation:
Wat11
RW13
Size Time Size Time
0.77 16.2 2.43 13.0
1.86 46.3 6.84 36.6
2.96 76.4 11.26 60.3
4.05 106.5 15.67 83.9

Encryption:
Decryption:
Wat11
RW13
Wat11 RW13
Size Time Size Time Time Time
2.36 23.2 2.35 17.4 14.0 23.1
5.66 65.1 5.63 47.7 32.3 59.8
8.96 107.0 8.91 78.1 50.7 96.4
12.26 148.9 12.20 108.4 69.0 133.0

Multi-authority ABE

In some schemes, the role of the KGA is shared by multiple authorities, which is called
multi-authority ABE (MA-ABE) [40]. Specifically, the setup and key generation algorithms are performed (jointly or independently) by these authorities. In most schemes,
each authority is responsible for its own unique set of attributes. Our formal definition
of multi-authority ABE extends the definition of single-authority ABE, and covers the
majority of MA-ABE schemes.
Definition 7 (Multi-authority CP-ABE [94,128]). A multi-authority ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption (MA-CP-ABE) scheme with users and attribute-authorities
and optionally some central authority consists of the following algorithms.
– GlobalSetup: The global setup is a randomized algorithm that takes as input the
security parameter, and outputs the global parameters. It is either executed by the
central authority, or jointly by the attribute authorities.
– AuthoritySetup: The authority setup is a randomized algorithm executed by one
authority. It generates the authority’s master public and secret key. It publishes the
master public key and keeps the master secret key.
– KeyGen: The key generation is a randomized algorithm takes as input one or more
attributes, the master secret key of the managing authority and the global parameters. Upon some user’s request, the authority computes a secret key provided that
he possesses these attributes.
– Encrypt: The encryption is a randomized algorithm that takes as input a message,
an access structure specified by the encrypting user, the associated master public
keys and the global parameters. It outputs a ciphertext.
– Decrypt: The decryption is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input the ciphertext that was encrypted under an access structure, the user’s secret key associated
with a set of attributes, and the global parameters. It outputs the message only if
the set of attributes associated with the keys is authorized with respect to the access
structure. Otherwise, it outputs an error message.
8.1

Security against corruption

The security models in the multi-authority setting often capture, in addition to CPAsecurity and collusion (Section 4.2), the notion of corruption. Roughly, these models
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require that CPA-security is preserved with respect to the honest authorities even if some
authorities are corrupted. These “additional” security guarantees are desirable or even
required in multiple-domain settings in which authorities do not (necessarily) trust one
another, like in the example in Section 2. The security model is defined as follows.
Definition 8 (Full CPA-security against (static) corruption [94]). Let 1 , ..., 𝑛 be
the 𝑛 attribute authorities associated with the scheme. We define the game between challenger and attacker as follows:
– Initialization phase: The attacker commits to a set  ⊊ {1, ..., 𝑛} of corrupted authorities and sends it to the attacker.
– Setup phase: The challenger runs the setup algorithms of the MA-CP-ABE scheme
and sends the global parameters, master public keys, as well as the the master secret
keys for all corrupted authorities to the attacker.
– First query phase: The attacker queries the challenger for secret keys corresponding to sets of attributes 1 , ..., 𝑘1 , where 𝑘1 ∈ ℕ is polynomially bounded in the
security parameter.
– Challenge phase: The attacker generates two messages 𝑀0 and 𝑀1 of equal length,
together with an access structure 𝔸 such that none of the queried sets of attributes
𝑖 (in union with all corrupted attributes) satisfy 𝔸. The challenger flips a coin,
i.e. 𝑏 ∈𝑅 {0, 1} and encrypts 𝑀𝑏 under 𝔸. It sends the resulting ciphertext to the
attacker.
– Second query phase: The attacker queries the challenger for secret keys corresponding to sets of attributes 𝑘1 +1 , ..., 𝑘2 , where 𝑘2 ∈ ℕ is polynomially bounded
in the security parameter, with the restriction that none of the sets 𝑖 (in union with
all corrupted attributes) satisfy access structure 𝔸.
– Decision phase: The attacker outputs a guess 𝑏′ for 𝑏.
The advantage of the attacker is defined as | Pr[𝑏′ = 𝑏] − 12 |. A multi-authority
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption scheme is fully (or adaptively) secure
against static corruption if all polynomial-time attackers have at most a negligible advantage in this security game. The scheme is secure against adaptive corruption if the
initialization phase can be postponed until the challenge phase.
8.2

The goal of MA-ABE

In literature, there seems to be little consensus in what constitutes secure MA-ABE and
how independent the authorities must be. Furthermore, the reason that the role of the
KGA is shared by multiple authorities may differ. The security requirements may therefore also differ. Some common security objectives are:
(i) To increase confidentiality: even if some authorities are corrupted, as long as some
are honest, the scheme is secure. In particular, the KGAs cannot individually decrypt
any ciphertexts (by using their master-key) [107].
(ii) To mitigate availability issues: even if some authorities are unavailable, users can
still request keys for the desired set of attributes [103].
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(iii) To increase independence of the (possibly mutually distrusting) authorities: each
domain can assign its own trusted authority without requiring to trust the others;
encrypting users can securely use attributes managed by one or more authorities
[94].
We observe that the objective determines the level of security of the scheme and the
interdependence of the authorities. For instance, if the objective is to increase confidentiality (and therefore reduce the trust in the authorities), then the authorities may be more
dependent on one another in terms of availability [107]. Conversely, if the objective is
to mitigate availability issues, then there may be less security against corruption [103].
8.3

Distributed and decentralized MA-ABE

We make a clear but important distinction between the notions of decentralized and distributed ABE. These address the goals about increasing confidentiality and the independence of authorities. In general, the notions of distributed and decentralized ABE cover
MA-ABE schemes that are secure against corruption. In addition, the schemes should
not be centralized in terms of trust, i.e. corruption of one or more authorities should
not result in the breach of security towards the other authorities (conform Section 8.1).
If the scheme is not secure against corruption, the authorities are always and trivially
dependent on one another to act honestly, and by extension, the users need to trust all
authorities. Then, the distinction between the two is in whether the scheme supports
(albeit indirectly) decentralized access control decisions, as formulated in Section 2. In
ABE, this means that, for correctness, the decrypting user only needs to request keys for
the attributes she possesses and only from the authorities that manage these attributes.
In sum, an MA-ABE scheme is decentralized, if it supports decentralized access control decisions, is secure against corruption and does not employ a centralized authority.
Therefore, MA-ABE is decentralized, exactly if it satisfies the ADM property.
Note, however, that it is possible that the policies are so restricted that a decrypting
user trivially needs to possess keys for all authorities associated with the access policy. Three types of access policies require this. First, the AND-gate trivially requires a
decrypting user to possess all attributes, and therefore the user needs keys from all associated authorities [44]. Second, restricted access policies induced by the multi-authority
setting [40]—which require the access policies to be an AND-gate over clauses, in
which each clause is an MSP over attributes associated with one authority—also require the decrypting user to request keys from each authority. Third, the disjunctive
normal form (DNF)—which requires the access policy to be an OR-gate over ANDgates—essentially requires the plaintext to be encrypted separately for each AND-gate
[114,125], and therefore also trivially requires the user to request keys from each authority associated with one of the AND-gates. While this is an interesting technique, it
restricts the scheme significantly, because not all MSPs—and Boolean formulas consisting of AND- and OR-gates only—have an efficient DNF representation. Hence, we
consider the ADM property to hold non-trivially only if the scheme efficiently supports
all MSPs.
Definition 9 (Distributed and decentralized MA-ABE). Consider an MA-CP-ABE
scheme (GlobalSetup, AuthoritySetup, KeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt), such that it
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– is secure against corruption conform Definition 8;
– does not have a fully trusted central authority.
If it supports expressive access policies (i.e. (N)MSPs) and satisfies the ADM property,
it is decentralized. Otherwise, it is distributed.
Specifically, the scheme supports decentralized access control decisions (and thus
satisfies the ADM property) if for all access policies 𝔸 and all sets of attributes  that
satisfy 𝔸, such that
– CT𝔸 is an encryption of a plaintext 𝑀 under policy 𝔸;
– SK  is a secret key associated with the set , generated by only the associated
authorities,
it holds that decryption of ciphertext CT𝔸 with key SK  yields the original plaintext 𝑀.
Partial and full decentralization Furthermore, the interdependence of the authorities
also depends on the setup, in which the global parameters and master-keys are generated.
First, the setup includes the generation of one or more master-keys (from which the users’
secret keys are derived), which can be generated either completely independently or
distributively. If the master-key is generated distributively, then the users need to request
keys from each authority, and therefore the scheme is automatically not decentralized.
Second, the setup includes the generation of the global parameters. These global
parameters may be associated, albeit implicitly, with secret information on which the
(MA-)security of a scheme relies. Therefore, these parameters should not be generated
by a single authority if security against corruption is required. Notable examples of such
parameters are a composite group order 𝑁 [94], or multiple generators within the same
group. Oftentimes, knowing the factorization of 𝑁 or the relative discrete logarithm
between two generators enables attacks on the scheme. However, the secrets associated
with these parameters do not need to be kept after the global setup has finished (unlike the master-keys). It might therefore be acceptable that some originating authorities
jointly and distributively generate these parameters in a secured environment, and afterwards, the associated secret data are destroyed. It is then assumed that these authorities
cannot retrieve the secret data later. Because these parameters cannot be generated independently, a scheme cannot be fully decentralized. As such, we call a decentralized
scheme that generates global parameters associated with secret information partially
decentralized. Otherwise, it is fully decentralized.
Decentralization to foster availability Interestingly, decentralized ABE provides some
additional security with respect to the availability of the authorities. We already covered
the notion of corruption in the security model (Section 8.1), which ensures that security
in the form of confidentiality is still preserved with respect to the honest authorities if
some authorities are corrupted. In practice, such corruption may also cause issues with
respect to the availability of the authorities [114]. If authorities are suddenly unavailable, they cannot issue keys anymore, which may break the entire system. That is, users
entering the system after such corruption may not be able to decrypt any old ciphertexts despite being authorized to do so. Because corruption may be easier to instigate,
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e.g. through denial-of-service attacks, than the retrieval of an authority’s secret keys,
security against this type of attack is at least as relevant. Similarly, the availability of
authorities may depend on whether they want to leave the system voluntarily, or alternatively, new authorities may want to join.
8.4

Achieving security against corruption: distributed versus decentralized

We briefly review the ways in which security against corruption is achieved in existing
schemes. As we have seen in the standard form (Definition 6), a scheme consists of various variables that need to be secret. Notably, the master-key 𝛼 can be used to decrypt any
ciphertext, and knowing some common variables 𝐛 may also lead to significant breaks
[137]. Most schemes ensure security against corruption by letting each authority hold
its own (partial) master-key and its own common variables 𝐛 (whereas other schemes
distribute the generation of these variables). Furthermore, the user-specific random variables 𝐫 introduced in the key generation link the keys to one specific user. It is paramount
that this randomness is unique to avert any collusion attacks. In addition, a scheme oftentimes breaks if the randomness is known, so it should not be retrievable by any attackers
(which may be a corrupt authority). Hence, to ensure security against corruption, this
randomness is either generated distributively by all authorities [41] or provided by a
full-domain hash [94].
In general, achieving decentralized ABE is more difficult than achieving distributed
ABE. In particular, one of the difficulties is in making the scheme collusion resistant.
In centralized schemes, encryption uses only one master-key, while in distributed and
decentralized schemes, encryption may need to use master-keys managed by several
authorities. Roughly, the part that hides the message, i.e. 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼𝑠 , in Definition 6 is
replaced by 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼𝑖 𝑠 , where 𝛼𝑖 is the master-key of the 𝑖-th authority. Then, colluding
users should not be able to jointly decrypt by individually computing these “randomized
master-keys’, therefore partially decrypting the ciphertext. Chase and Chow [40,41,53]
ensure this by generating the system-wide master-key distributively, and they compute
a user’s secret key by generating a different sharing of the master-key for each user.
As such, a decrypting user only obtains the randomized system-wide master-key, i.e.
∏
𝛼𝑖 𝑠
𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼𝑠 =
𝑖 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ) , if her own secret keys are used. However, recall that distributing the master-key also ensures that the ADM property cannot hold, because users
trivially need to request keys from each authority.
To overcome this restriction, Lewko and Waters [94] use a different method to tie
the partially decrypted ciphertexts to one user. Specifically, they include a zero-sharing
associated with the access policy in the ciphertext, which can only be canceled, if it
is combined with keys that use the same user randomness during decryption. Because
this user randomness needs to be the same for each authority and authorities are not
supposed to interact with one another, it is implicitly provided by a full-domain hash.
As a trade-off, these schemes [94,128] typically have much larger ciphertexts, because
a linear number of elements exists in group 𝔾𝑇 . In addition, arithmetic in group 𝔾𝑇
is less efficient, and the use of FDHs may further reduce the efficiency of a scheme
(Section 7). In contrast, schemes that distribute the master-key like Chase and Chow are
structurally often closer to the single-authority version of the scheme, and consequently
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retain a similar efficiency. Importantly, because all decentralized schemes require a fulldomain hash for its user-specific randomness, they cannot benefit from the anonymous
key issuance protocol as we will describe in Section 8.5. Removing the full-domain hash
may mitigate or even solve some of these issues. As such, we formulate the following
open problems.
Open problem 12 (Decentralized ABE conform standard form) To devise decentralized ABE that is, in structure, closer to single-authority ABE, i.e. conform the standard form (Definition 5.4), and thus attains a similar efficiency.
Open problem 13 (Decentralized ABE without full-domain hash) To design a decentralized ABE scheme without requiring full-domain hashes.
8.5

Authority unlinkability

In MA-ABE, secret keys are requested from different authorities, which opens up the
possibility of a linkability attack [55]. While this attack does not necessarily pertain
to the confidentiality of the encrypted data, it might affect the privacy of the requesting
user. An inherent feature of ABE is that a user is associated with a set of attributes, which
possibly reveals much information about this user. It might be undesirable [134,115] or
prohibited [60] that certain attributes managed by different authorities are linked together, possibly leading to the identification of users or to other privacy violations. For
example, consider a setting in which authorities consist of the government, a university,
and a hospital. One user has obtained the attributes “PhD student” and “computer science” from the university. In itself, these attributes might not say much. However, if they
are combined with the user’s attribute “female”, which she acquired from the government, this might simplify the identification of the user significantly, especially in some
given context. If this particular user is discovered to have requested keys associated with
attributes pertaining to her health from the hospital, this results in a privacy violation.
Such authority-linkability attacks can be prevented in schemes of a certain form.
Chase and Chow [41] devise a privacy-friendly key issuance protocol that allows users
to request keys without risking such privacy violations. Their technique can be applied
to MA-ABE schemes that satisfy the following two properties [53]. First, the key generation needs to be executable such that no communication with other authorities is
required. Second, the keys need to be linked to a user in a certain way. As mentioned
in Section 8.4, the user-specific randomness is either generated distributively by the authorities [41] or provided by a full-domain hash [94]. If the randomness is generated
distributively, the Chase-Chow approach can be used to make the key issuance anonymous. To our knowledge, no secure anonymous key issuance protocols exist for schemes
that use a full-domain hash for its randomness yet.
Regardless, as we will show in Section 8.6, the only existing decentralized schemes
require FDH-based randomness. To give decentralized schemes the same advantages
as other (distributed) MA-ABE schemes with respect to unlinkability, an anonymous
key issuance protocol with the same security requirements as the Chase-Chow protocol
should be devised.
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Open problem 14 (Anonymous key issuance protocol for FDH-MA-ABE) To devise
an anonymous key issuance protocol for MA-ABE schemes in which the user-specific
randomness is provided by an full-domain hash.
8.6

Taxonomy of MA-ABE schemes

Throughout this section, we have analyzed several MA-ABE schemes. We provide a
taxonomy for multi-authority ABE in which we evaluate the properties specific to the
multi-authority setting. As Table 3 only contains ten MA-ABE schemes, we have also
considered schemes published at a broader selection of cryptographic venues instead
of just the top-tier conferences mentioned in Section 1.2. Table 2 lists these results.
Note that the table lists much fewer properties than the taxonomy in Section 11. For an
evaluation of the other properties, we refer to Table 3 in Section 11.
Table 2 shows that only two fully and two partially decentralized schemes with expressive access structures exist. They all employ full-domain hashes to generate the secret randomness for each user. As mentioned, no techniques exist to support an anonymous key issuance protocol for FDH-based MA-ABE, meaning that currently no decentralized schemes achieving authority unlinkability exist. Nevertheless, these four
(partially) decentralized ABE schemes satisfy the user independence and authoritydependence minimization properties, and therefore provide practical solutions to enforcing access control.

9

Towards (formalizing) resilient ABE

We discuss the resilience of ABE. Many works on ABE have considered the notion of
security in the form of confidentiality or integrity, covered by CPA- and CCA-security.
However, the notion of availability is also important in practice. We define the notions
of attribute resilience and attribute-wise key generation. These two properties capture a
level of resilience of a scheme such that availability issues can be mitigated by minimizing the involvement of the authorities.
9.1

Attribute resilience

In practice, the universe of attributes may not be static. For instance, as new users join
the system, new attributes (values) for e.g. names may have to be added [83]. In this
case, small-universe constructions require that a new public key is generated for each
new attribute. This may also impact the previously generated keys and ciphertexts. For
example, some schemes associate the keys and ciphertexts with the whole universe, e.g.
[52,116]. Keys generated before the addition of an attribute and its associated public
key may not be able to decrypt a newly encrypted message despite its authorized status.
As such, all keys and ciphertexts need to be updated to make the system functional
again. Large-universe constructions do not have this problem, because the public keys
can be generated from any attribute string, and keys and ciphertexts are therefore never
associated with the whole universe.
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Table 2. Taxonomy of multi-autority ABE. We list whether the scheme is key-policy (KP) or
ciphertext-policy (CP) based, whether they support MSPs, whether they are proven to be secure
against corruption (MA-sec), whether the identity is embedded into the keys with a full-domain
hash (FDH) or not, whether the scheme is authority unlinkable (unlink) and decentralized (dec),
and whether it satisfies the ADM-property non-trivially (NT-ADM). For the global parameters
(GP), we consider whether the scheme requires the generation of a composite order 𝑁 or multiple
generators (G).
Scheme
Cha07 [40]
LCLS08 [103]
MKE08 [114]
CC09 [41]
LHCC+11 [102]
LW11 I [94]
LW11 II [93]
LCHWY11 [107]
CZF11 [44]
OT13 [119]
RD13 [125]
RW15 [128]
Rao15 [124]
MJ18 [112]

KP/CP MSP MA-sec GP NT-ADM Dec No FDH Unlink
KP
KP
CP
KP
KP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
KP
CP

✓
7
7
✓
7
✓
✓
✓
7
✓
7
✓
✓
7

✓𝐴
7
7
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
7
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

G
G
𝑁
𝑁
G
G

7
7
7
7
7
✓
✓
7
7
✓
7
✓
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
◑
7
7
◑
7
7
7

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
7
7
✓
7
7
7
7
✓
7

7
7
7
✓
✓
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
✓
7

✓𝐴 = only for the attribute authorities; ◑ = partially, = fully;
𝑁 = composite order; G = multiple generators

Example 2. The KP-ABE schemes that “implement” CP-ABE [52,116,102] mentioned
in Observation 1 break when attributes are added to the universe. This is because the
keys and ciphertexts are generated with respect to the current universe of attributes. The
keys—which are explicitly associated with —are implicitly associated with the access
⋀
policy att∈ (att ∨ att ∗ ) such that att = att if att ∈ , and att = ¬att if att ∉ , and
att ∗ denotes the dummy value for attribute att. The ciphertexts are explicitly associated
⋀
with the “access policy” att∈ att such that att ∈ {att, ¬att, att ∗ } specifies whether
the encrypting user requires the presence (att) or absence (¬att) of an attribute, or does
not care (att ∗ ). If a ciphertext and authorized key are associated with different universes,
then some problems arise, either with respect to correctness or security. That is, suppose
 is the universe associated with the key, and  ′ the universe associated with the ciphertext. If  ′ ⊊  , then the implicit ciphertext set never satisfies the implicit key
policy. It is therefore incorrect. If  ⊊  ′ , then the scheme might not be secure. That
is, for the attributes in  ′ ⧵  , the secret key does not have any values, so a ciphertext
that requires the presence of an attribute in  ′ ⧵  may still be decryptable by the key
even though it may not be authorized to do so.
More generally, we propose the notion of attribute resilience, which protects against
such problems. It captures the correctness and security of a scheme with respect to the
universe of attributes at any given time. That is, at a certain time, the universe of attributes may be larger than at an earlier point in time. In many settings, it is reasonable
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to require that e.g. ciphertexts encrypted at the earlier point in time are decryptable by
a key generated at a later point, provided that it is authorized to do so. However, certain
types of schemes are by definition not resilient, and can therefore not be efficiently used
in such dynamic settings.
The definition of attribute resilience can be expressed as an extra condition on the
correctness and security of the scheme. On the one hand, a ciphertext should be decryptable by an authorized key, regardless of the associated universes of attributes at
the time of generation. On the other hand, a ciphertext should never be decryptable by
an unauthorized key either. Such an additional requirement on the definition, however,
may require that the formal definition and security model of the scheme need to be adjusted, e.g. because the universe needs to be taken as input to the algorithms. We leave
formalizing attribute resilience as an open problem to be solved in future work.
Open problem 15 (Formalizing attribute resilience) To formalize the notion of attribute resilience and integrate it in the formal definitions and security models.

9.2

On the resilience of ABE supporting non-monotonicity

We observe that ABE that supports non-monotonicity has issues with regard to the attribute resilience. To show this, we discuss the non-resilience that follows from applying
the three methods described in Section 5.6.
The first method: negative attributes Schemes supporting non-monotonicity using
the first method as considered in Section 5.6 are rendered incorrect when attributes are
added. Like in Example 2, suppose that  and  ′ are the universes associated with
some key and ciphertext, respectively. Let the access policy of the ciphertext be such
that it requires the possession of a negative attribute in  ′ ⧵  . Then, the key cannot
decrypt the ciphertext, despite possibly not having the attribute and thus satisfying the
policy.
The second method: OSW-method Schemes supporting non-monotonicity using the
second method, i.e. the OSW-method, as considered in Section 5.6 are rendered insecure
when attributes are added. The reason for this is that the OSW-method is combined with
the polynomial-based method to support large universes (Section 5.5). On the one hand,
this allows users to use any conceivable input string as attribute. On the other hand, this
lack of control over the universe may yield insecurity in the non-monotonic setting. As
we previously discussed, the negations used in the OSW-method require the decrypting
user to compare the entire set of attributes associated with the key with the negated attribute. However, the decrypting user could still possess the negated attribute, despite
not having the associated key. It is therefore possible that a decrypting user can decrypt
a ciphertext despite not being authorized to do so, and the scheme is consequently insecure.
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The third method: labeled non-monotonicity Schemes supporting a labeled nonmonotonicity with the third method as considered in Section 5.6 may provide a more
acceptable trade-off in (non-)resilience. As discussed, it is useful that ciphertexts for
which the access policy specifies a negation for a label, for which the decrypting user
does not have a key yet, cannot be decrypted. This ensures that the owner of the key cannot unjustifiably decrypt a ciphertext despite possessing the negated attribute (value) but
not possessing the associated key. In this case, it is reasonable to say that the incorrectness that follows from this lack of attribute(-label) resilience trumps the insecurity that
might have otherwise followed. The lack of resilience with respect to the correctness is
less disruptive in the third method than in the first method. Whereas in the first method,
this non-resilience can occur at any addition of an attribute (value), in the third method,
this only happens when an attribute label is added.
9.3

Attribute-wise key generation

To minimize the required computational power of the KGA, we introduce the notion of
attribute-wise key generation. An additional benefit of decentralized CP-ABE [94,128]
is that the user’s secret keys can be generated incrementally, i.e. one partial secret key
for each attribute. In contrast, existing single-authority schemes require users to request
secret keys for the entire set of attributes they possess. The keys are mathematically
linked to a single user by using the same user-specific randomness for each attribute such
that users cannot collude. In most decentralized schemes, this randomness is provided by
a full-domain hash, which deterministically and implicitly generates randomness for any
given identity. It therefore allows the KGA to link the new “attribute keys” incrementally
to the identity instead of all at once.
In general, we identify two advantages of such an “attribute-wise key generation”
with respect to efficiency, practicality and privacy-friendliness. First, we consider attributewise key generation to be more efficient and practical. Especially in dynamic settings
in which new attribute values, labels or types may be frequently added, attribute-wise
key generation may be more efficient. For instance, suppose a recently added attribute
(label or value) is used in a ciphertext access policy, and a decrypting user possesses the
attribute but not the associated secret key. Then, a partial secret key can be requested for
the new attribute (value) only. This reduces computational costs for the key generation
authority significantly. By extension, key requests can be handled more quickly, and thus
more key requests can be processed, which fosters availability. Second, attribute-wise
key generation provides the first step towards a privacy-friendly key generation. Similar to authority unlinkability (Section 8.5), the notion of attribute unlinkability can be
defined, which ensures that an authority cannot link two separately requested attributekeys to one user. Like in the multi-authority setting, the ability to link some attributes
to one user may reveal sensitive information about this user, even towards a single authority. A privacy-preserving key issuance protocol mitigates this problem, though we
leave the construction of such a protocol for future work:
Open problem 16 (Privacy-preserving key generation) To devise a secure and privacy-preserving key generation protocol that provides attribute unlinkability.
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In general, the construction of a scheme with a attribute-wise key generation is an
open problem. Some CP-ABE schemes seem to have a structure that allows for the construction of such an attribute-wise key generation by using an FDH like in the decentralized setting. Alternatively, in the single-authority setting, the user-specific random
that ties the keys together can be provided by a hash that maps arbitrary strings to the
set of integers ℤ𝑝 . However, the main difficulty in constructing such a scheme lies in the
security proof. The existing security models consider key queries for sets of attributes
(which are thus specified before the key is generated). In contrast, the security model
associated with a scheme that supports attribute-wise key generation would have to take
into account that keys can be queried gradually for any user and attribute. For instance,
selective security proofs (e.g. [141,127]) embed the entire set of attributes in all key
components, so it is unlikely that these proofs carry over to any such new security model
without some adjustments. To solve this, Rouselakis and Waters [128] use a static security model. In this model, the sets of attributes for which the attacker is going to query
keys are determined during the initialization phase (Definition 4). It is unclear, however,
if such a scheme can be designed without resorting to weaker models.
Open problem 17 (Attribute-wise key generation) To construct a scheme with attribute-wise key generation that is secure in a non-static model.
Observation 9 (Non-monotonicity and attribute-wise key generation) For
some
methods that are used to support non-monotonicity, attribute-wise key generation is
impossible. Intuitively, this follows from the converse of the definition of monotonicity
(Definition 2). If an access structure 𝔸 is not monotone, then there exist 𝐵, 𝐶 such that
𝐵 ∈ 𝔸 and 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐶, but not 𝐶 ∈ 𝔸. Suppose now that 𝔸 is used during encryption.
Then, some user, who possesses a set of attributes 𝐶, but only has secret keys for the
subset 𝐵 (because she has not requested keys for the rest of the attributes 𝐶 ⧵ 𝐵 yet),
can decrypt the ciphertext even though she does not satisfy the policy.
Fortunately, not all three methods discussed in Section 5.6 satisfy this definition
of non-monotonicity. The first method essentially uses monotone structures by pushing the negation to the value, e.g. “profession: non-doctor” instead of “NOT profession: doctor”. The second method, on the other hand, does satisfy this definition of
non-monotonicity. We also observe that all schemes that use the OSW-method tie all
“attribute keys” together for one user by distributing the user randomness in a certain
way. The KGA can therefore not generate these keys independently of the rest of the
attribute keys, and we can thus not define an attribute-wise key generation for these
schemes. Because the third method uses a labeled non-monotonicity, e.g. “profession:
NOT doctor”, it is possible to incrementally generate keys for the labels, but not for the
attributes values with the same label. This is however only secure, if the KGA can check
whether the user requests keys for all values that she possesses for the label for which
she requests keys.

10

Additional functionality

Some schemes that we have analyzed support some additional functionality, achieving
more properties than we have discussed so far. These properties may enhance ABE in
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certain aspects, which may make them more practical. We briefly introduce these properties below, but leave any systemization of these works for future work. Furthermore,
note that the number of properties that we consider in this section may not be exhaustive
with respect to the entire realm of ABE.
10.1

Online/offline key generation and encryption

Unbounded ABE schemes [98,127] based on the polynomial method discussed in Section 5.5 can be implemented more efficiently. The key generation and encryption algorithms can be split in an online and offline phase [82]. The offline phase covers most
of the computational costs, while the online phase requires minimal computations. The
key generation efficiency is enhanced, because the KGA can securely precompute large
batches of secret key material, and needs to perform only few computations in a key
request. As a small trade-off, the user needs to put in more computational effort. The
encryption efficiency is similarly enhanced, but at the cost of a diminished decryption
efficiency. Furthermore, the ciphertexts increase significantly in size. This implementation of encryption is however especially useful for e.g. devices with limited power
resources.
10.2

Revocation

In access control systems, the access privileges of users may be revoked, e.g. because their credentials have been stolen or have expired. A user’s secret keys then
need to be disabled such that she cannot decrypt any ciphertexts for which she has
lost authorization. For ABE, revocation is significantly more troublesome, because—
unlike in traditional public-key encryption—several distinct users might hold secret
keys associated with the same attributes [122]. Many works have addressed revocation by means of different approaches, which can be classified in two categories: userbased [19,84,145,92,53,54] and time-based [18,129,106]. Some of these works describe
generic approaches to supporting revocation [53,129].
10.3

Hidden policies – attribute-hiding ABE

Some schemes are designed such that the access policies can be securely hidden, which is
called attribute-hiding ABE [34,86,116]. Because the predicate (e.g. access policy) associated with a ciphertext may leak information about the sender or receiver, this makes
ABE more privacy friendly. Interestingly, the generic framework by Chen, Gay and Wee
(CGW15) [45] provides a modular approach to achieving a weaker notion of attributehiding called weakly attribute-hiding. In this notion of attribute-hiding, the decrypting
user only does not learn anything about the access policy, if it is not satisfied by the set of
attributes. In contrast, in fully attribute-hiding schemes, the decrypting does not learn
anything about the access policy except whether the set of attributes satisfies it, even
if the set does satisfy the policy. Note that the generic compilers of [3,5] may be able
to instantiate the groups put forth in [45]. It is however unclear whether the attributehiding property is preserved, and the transformations in [3,5] yield weakly attributehiding schemes. For future work, it would be interesting to expand these frameworks.
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Outsourced decryption

To mitigate the decryption costs on the user side, decryption can be securely outsourced
to a third party with better computational resources [73]. The approach was later generalized in [53], and may thus be applicable to various existing schemes. This property
can also be combined with server-aided revocation techniques [54]. While outsourced
decryption may solve some issues with the decryption efficiency in practice, we believe
that this particular property may somewhat undermine the user independence property—
which mitigates availability issues in access control systems—and is one of the main advantages of ABE. As such, it should be carefully considered whether the entity assigned
for outsourced decryption is sufficiently reliable in terms of availability.
10.5

Traceability

Depending on the setting, users may attempt to share their access privileges with other
users (e.g. for financial gain). This can be mitigated with traitor-tracing schemes [102],
and allows the authorities to trace these malicious users. Notably, Lai and Tang [90]
devised a practical generic approach that can be applied to any existing scheme.

11

Taxonomy: classifying existing schemes

Throughout this work, we have analyzed over fifty ABE schemes with respect to the
described properties. These schemes and our analysis are summarized in Table 3. Each
property that we have discussed in Sections 3-8 and 10 is considered in the table. We illustrate the significance of each scheme by highlighting the satisfied properties in green.
Note that the table does not include schemes that can be instantiated in the works mentioned in Section 6.2, as the underlying choices influence several properties, such as the
group order and the level of security.

12

Conclusion

We showed that over the past sixteen years, much progress has been made in the context
of pairing-based ABE. Especially with respect to security, a wide variety of techniques
and frameworks has been developed to construct ABE with the required security guarantees. Selectively secure schemes can now be converted into fully secure schemes, incurring relatively little sacrifice in efficiency. Furthermore, such security guarantees can
be achieved whilst retaining or achieving all desirable core functionality. From a practical viewpoint, we are therefore optimistic that the existing techniques and frameworks
are sufficient in the construction of future schemes. However, we may need to settle for
full security under parametrized assumptions rather than under static ones.
Nevertheless, it seems that the focus on improvements in security has resulted in a
declined interest in improving the general efficiency and other practical aspects of ABE
within the theoretical community. As we have shown, achieving some desirable properties simultaneously may result in the inability to support other properties. For instance,
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Table 3. Taxonomy: classification of existing schemes

Core functionality
KP = key-policy, CP = ciphertext-policy, KP* = KP implemented as CP
expr = expressivity, LU = large-universe,
LU-FDH = extendable to LU with FDH (only evaluated if not already supported),
T = threshold function; (NM-)BF = (non-monotone) Boolean formulas;
(N)MSP = (non-)monotone span program; OU = one-use restriction,
| |, |𝔸|, || = the sizes of the universe, the access policy, the set of attributes
For boundedness, we consider OU, || and ||

Efficiency
CS-CT = constant-size ciphertext

Security
CCA∗ = security against CCA with the generic constructions using verifiability (V) and
delegatability (D);
assump = security assumption, ROM = random oracle model, 𝑞(par) = 𝑞-type assumption
depends on par; GGM = generic group model; = full, ◕ = semi-adaptive, ◑ = selective, ◔ =
static security;

Additional functionality
MA-ABE = multi-authority ABE, A-H = attribute-hiding, out. dec. = outsourced decryption,
trace. = traceability, rev. = revocation, O/O = online/offline
= decentralized, ◑ = distributed
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the simultaneous support of large universes and non-monotone access structures negatively affects the resilience and efficiency of a scheme. To shift the attention to the
practical issues outlined in this paper, we have proposed several open problems that we
encourage the community to address. In addition, we encourage the practical community
to seriously consider ABE in the design of cryptographically-enforced access control.
At this point, ABE is already at a reasonably advanced stage and may be beneficial in
settings for which there exist no practical and secure alternatives.
In particular, we motivated that ABE provides a practical and secure solution to enforcing access control. We explained the problem through a simple use case of an EHR
system in the multiple-domain setting. In Section 2, we identified two properties to increase availability and scalability: user independence and authority-dependence minimization. These properties minimize the role of the authorities in the enforcement of
access control. In general, ABE provides user independence. After the users have received secret keys from the authority, they can decrypt any ciphertexts for which they
are authorized without requiring interaction again. The authority-dependence minimization property is relevant in the multi-authority setting and minimizes the number of authorities with which the user has to interact. In particular, this property ensures that
decrypting users do not have to interact with authorities for which they have no relevant credentials. We defined the notion of decentralized ABE such that decentralized
schemes satisfy the ADM property. Because decentralized ABE additionally provides
security against corruption, it ensures that access control can be securely enforced by
various (possibly mutually distrusting) authorities. This makes decentralized ABE especially attractive as a solution in multiple-domain settings. We showed that several
schemes are decentralized, but that these can benefit from improvements.
We posed open problems (Appendix B) to mitigate the disadvantages of ABE while
maintaining and even amplifying its benefits; thus allowing ABE to reach its full potential. Currently, the main disadvantage of ABE is the general inefficiency compared to
other cryptographic primitives. In contrast, other primitives such as traditional publickey encryption, proxy re-encryption [30] and identity-based proxy re-encryption [72]
are more efficient on the user side. For this reason, many of our open problems address
the efficiency of ABE. If these can be solved, ABE becomes more efficient, mitigating
its main disadvantage. Furthermore, the other open problems address features that ABE
provides or can potentially provide that other solutions may not be able to sufficiently
address. One of the most prominent advantages in this is that ABE does not require an
online entity during each access request. If these problems can be solved, ABE becomes
both practical and secure, and arguably even more so than other techniques.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Lejla Batina and Jan Schoone, as
well as the anonymous reviewers for helpful comments and suggestions.
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Performance analysis: the schemes and access structures

In this appendix, we provide some additional elaborations on the performance estimates
in Section 7.5.
A.1

The type-converted schemes

We provide the converted versions of the Wat11 (with full-domain hashes [139]) and
RW13 [127] schemes that we used in the performance estimates in Section 7.5. In both
conversions, we used the following design approach: we optimize the ciphertext size
(and by extension, the efficiency of the encryption algorithm) and not the key size (conform [6]).
Definition 10 (The Wat11 scheme with full-domain hash [139]). The large-universe
version of the Wat11 scheme using a full-domain hash with optimized encryption algorithm is defined as follows.
– Setup(𝜆): Taking as input the security parameter 𝜆, the KGA generates three groups
𝔾, ℍ, 𝔾𝑇 of prime order 𝑝 with generators 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾, ℎ ∈ ℍ, and chooses a pairing
𝑒 ∶ 𝔾×ℍ → 𝔾𝑇 , and a hash function modeled as a random oracle  ∶ {0, 1}∗ → 𝔾.
The universe of attributes is  = ℤ𝑝 . The KGA also generates randoms 𝛼, 𝑏 ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 .
It outputs MSK = (𝛼, 𝑏) as its master secret key and publishes the master public
key as
MPK = ( , 𝑝, 𝔾, ℍ, 𝔾𝑇 , 𝑔, ℎ, 𝐴 = 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼 , 𝐵 = 𝑔 𝑏 , ).
– KeyGen(MSK, ): The KGA generates a secret key for a user that possesses a set
of attributes  by generating random integers 𝑟 ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 and computing the secret
key as
SK  = (𝐾 = ℎ𝛼−𝑟𝑏 , 𝐾 ′ = ℎ𝑟 , {𝐾att = (att)𝑟 }att∈ ).
– Encrypt(𝑀, MPK, 𝔸): An encrypting user encrypts message 𝑀 ∈ 𝔾𝑇 under 𝔸 =
𝑛 ×𝑛
(𝐀, 𝜌) with 𝐀 ∈ ℤ𝑝1 2 , 𝜌 ∶ 𝑛1 →  . The user then generates random integers
𝑠, 𝑠1 , ..., 𝑠𝑛1 , 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 and computes the ciphertext as
CT𝔸 = (𝐶 = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝐴𝑠 , 𝐶 ′ = 𝑔 𝑠 , {𝐶1,𝑗 = 𝐵 𝜆𝑗 (𝜌(𝑗))𝑠𝑗 , 𝐶2,𝑗 = ℎ𝑠𝑗 }𝑗∈[1,𝑛1 ] ),
such that 𝜆𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th entry of 𝐀 ⋅ (𝑠, 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 )⊺ .
– Decrypt(SK  , CT𝔸 ): Suppose that  satisfies 𝔸, and suppose Υ = {𝑗 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛1 } ∣
∑
𝜌(𝑗) ∈ }, such that {𝜀𝑗 ∈ ℤ𝑝 }𝑗∈Υ exist with 𝑖∈Υ 𝜀𝑗 𝐀𝑗 = (1, 0, ..., 0). Then the
plaintext 𝑀 is retrieved by computing
(
(
) (
))
∏ 𝜀𝑗
∏
𝜀𝑗
′
′
𝐶∕ 𝑒(𝐶 , 𝐾) ⋅ 𝑒
𝐶1,𝑗 , 𝐾 ∕
𝑒(𝐾𝜌(𝑗) , 𝐶2,𝑗 )
.
𝑗∈Υ

𝑗∈Υ

Definition 11 (The RW13 scheme [127]). The RW13 scheme with optimized encryption is defined as follows.
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– Setup(𝜆): Taking as input the security parameter 𝜆, the KGA generates three groups
𝔾, ℍ, 𝔾𝑇 of prime order 𝑝 with generators 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾, ℎ ∈ ℍ, and chooses a pairing
𝑒 ∶ 𝔾 × ℍ → 𝔾𝑇 . The KGA also defines the universe of attributes  = ℤ𝑝 . It then
generates random 𝛼, 𝑏, 𝑏0 , 𝑏1 , 𝑏′ ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 . It outputs MSK = (𝛼, 𝑏, 𝑏0 , 𝑏1 , 𝑏′ ) as its
master secret key and publishes the master public key as
′

MPK = ( , 𝑝, 𝔾, ℍ, 𝔾𝑇 , 𝑔, ℎ, 𝐴 = 𝑒(𝑔, ℎ)𝛼 , 𝐵 = 𝑔 𝑏 , 𝐵0 = 𝑔 𝑏0 , 𝐵1 = 𝑔 𝑏1 , 𝐵 ′ = 𝑔 𝑏 ).
– KeyGen(MSK, ): The KGA generates a secret key for a user that possesses a set
of attributes  by generating random integers 𝑟, 𝑟att ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 for each att ∈ , letting
𝑥att ∈ ℤ𝑝 denote the representation7 of att in ℤ𝑝 and computing the secret key as
′

SK  = (𝐾 = ℎ𝛼−𝑟𝑏 , 𝐾 ′ = ℎ𝑟 , {𝐾1,att = ℎ𝑟att (𝑏1 𝑥att +𝑏0 )+𝑟𝑏 , 𝐾2,att = ℎ𝑟att }att∈ ).
– Encrypt(𝑀, MPK, 𝔸): An encrypting user encrypts message 𝑀 ∈ 𝔾𝑇 under 𝔸 =
𝑛 ×𝑛
(𝐀, 𝜌) with 𝐀 ∈ ℤ𝑝1 2 and 𝜌 ∶ {1, ..., 𝑛1 } →  by generating random integers
𝑠, 𝑠1 , ..., 𝑠𝑛1 , 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 ∈𝑅 ℤ𝑝 and computes the ciphertext as CT𝔸 =
(
)𝑠𝑗
(𝐶 = 𝑀 ⋅ 𝐴𝑠 , 𝐶 ′ = 𝑔 𝑠 , {𝐶1,𝑗 = 𝐵 𝜆𝑗 (𝐵 ′ )𝑠𝑗 , 𝐶2,𝑗 = 𝐵1𝜌(𝑗) 𝐵0
, 𝐶3,𝑗 = 𝑔 𝑠𝑗 }𝑗∈{1,...,𝑛1 } ),
such that 𝜆𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th entry of 𝐀 ⋅ (𝑠, 𝑣2 , ..., 𝑣𝑛2 )⊺ .
– Decrypt(SK  , CT𝔸 ): Suppose that  satisfies 𝔸, and suppose Υ = {𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑛1 ] ∣
∑
𝜌(𝑗) ∈ }, such that {𝜀𝑗 ∈ ℤ𝑝 }𝑗∈Υ exist with 𝑖∈Υ 𝜀𝑗 𝐀𝑗 = (1, 0, ..., 0). Then the
plaintext 𝑀 is retrieved by computing
(
)
)
∏ 𝜀𝑗
∏(
𝜀𝑗
𝜀𝑗
′
′
𝐶∕ 𝑒(𝐶 , 𝐾) ⋅ 𝑒(
𝐶1,𝑗 , 𝐾 )
𝑒(𝐶2,𝑗 , 𝐾2,𝜌(𝑗) )∕𝑒(𝐶3,𝑗 , 𝐾1,𝜌(𝑗) )
.
𝑗∈Υ

A.2

𝑗∈Υ

Access structure

As mentioned in Observation 6, the access structures used in [93] yield more efficient
implementations of the decryption algorithm. We assume that the access structure is
represented as a Boolean formula (only consisting of AND- and OR-gates).
Generation of the matrix
– First, write the Boolean formula as an access tree, in which each node represents an
AND- or OR-gate, and the leaves represent the attributes.
– Initialize the root node with vector 𝐱 = (1) of length 𝑛2 = 1. Note that 𝑛2 is a
globally updated counter in the protocol.
– OR-gate: propagate the node vector 𝐱 to both children.
– AND-gate: split the node vector 𝐱 in two vectors: (𝐱 ∣ 0𝑛2 −|𝐱| ∣ 1) and (0𝑙 ∣ −1) with
length 𝑛2 + 1, update 𝑛2 ← 𝑛2 + 1 and propagate the vectors to the children.
– Leaves (after all nodes have been propagated): set the vector 𝐱 inherited from the
parent to (𝐱 ∣ 0𝑛2 −|𝐱| ) if |𝐱| < 𝑛2 .
7

This can be done, for instance, with a collision-resistant hash function [130].
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The output of this algorithm is an LSSS matrix 𝐀 spanned by the rows in the leaves.
The total number of rows corresponds with the length of the policy 𝑛1 , and the total
number of columns with the resulting 𝑛2 after the protocol run. The secret sharing vector
𝑛
𝐯 is generated by choosing the entries at random, i.e. 𝐯 ∈ ℤ𝑝2 .
Reconstruction of the secret For each row 𝑗 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛1 } corresponding with an attribute
that is in the set of attributes, the variable 𝜀𝑗 = 1. Otherwise, 𝜀𝑗 = 0.

B
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

C

A list of the open problems
Open problem 1: Selective versus full security in practice
Open problem 2: Security of ABE with proofs in idealized models in practice
Open problem 3: Unbounded ABE with efficient decryption
Open problem 4: Generic online/offline conversions
Open problem 5: CP-ABE with short ciphertexts
Open problem 6: Optimized and secure implementations of schemes
Open problem 7: Benchmarking schemes for practice
Open problem 8: Design goals for practice
Open problem 9: Type conversion
Open problem 10: Choosing a pairing-friendly group
Open problem 11: Benchmarking state-of-the-art large-universe schemes
Open problem 12: Decentralized ABE conform standard form
Open problem 13: Decentralized ABE without full-domain hash
Open problem 14: Anonymous key issuance protocol for FDH-MA-ABE
Open problem 15: Formalizing attribute resilience
Open problem 16: Privacy-preserving key generation
Open problem 17: Attribute-wise key generation

A list of acronyms used throughout the paper
ABE Attribute-based encryption
ABAC Attribute-based access control
ADM Authority-dependence minimization
CCA Chosen-ciphertext attack
CPA Chosen-plaintext attack
CP-ABE Ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
CT Ciphertext
DBDH Decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman
DNF Disjunctive normal form
EHR Electronic health record
FDH Full-domain hash
GGM Generic group model
GP Global parameters
IBE Identity-based encryption
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IoT Internet of Things
KGA Key generation authority
KP-ABE Key-policy attribute-based encryption
LSSS Linear secret sharing scheme
MA-ABE Multi-authority attribute-based encryption
MA-CP-ABE Multi-authority ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
MPK Master public key
MSK Master secret key
(N)MSP (Non-)monotone span program
NT-ADM Non-trivial authority-dependence minimization
RBAC Role-based access control
ROM Random oracle model
SK Secret key
(S)XDH (Symmetric) external Diffie-Hellman
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